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In many of today’s work setting, workers are required to spend a considerable part
of their day engaged in social interactions and managing social relationships with
customers (Schneider, 1994), and with teams (Kozlowski & Ilgen, 2006). Furthermore,
increases in globalization (Javidan, Dorfman, de Luque, & House, 2006), boundaryless
organizational structures (Macy & Izumi, 1993), and workplace diversity (Mahoney,
2005) have increased the ambiguity and complexity of workplace interpersonal
interactions. As a result, in today’s workplace there is a great need for employees to be
interpersonally adaptable (Klein, DeRouin, & Salas, 2006). Though many assessment
practices and measures intended to assess individual effectiveness in social situations
exist, many of these measures and practices do not assess the situationally-specific and
goal-oriented aspects of interpersonal adaptability.
There were two primary purposes for the dissertation. First, this dissertation
introduces a framework of interpersonal adaptability. In doing so, this framework was
meant to highlight three opportunities to improve the assessment of interpersonal
adaptability. Specifically, in order to conduct construct-valid ratings of interpersonal

adaptability there is a need to design more contextualized assessments, improve the
match between construct and method, and incorporate dynamic aspects.
The second key purpose was to apply some of these opportunities to current
assessment practices. Two empirical studies were included in this dissertation. For the
first empirical study, role play assessment exercises were revised to account for context
created by role players’ portrayed disposition. It was found that the portrayed disposition
of the role player accounted for a significant amount of the between-exercise variance in
participants’ demonstrated interpersonal behaviors and performance. For the second
empirical paper, a validation study was conducted with measures from a multi-mini
interview (MMI), which is a multi-stationed interview used to assess non-cognitive skills
of applicants to health professional schools.
An analysis of the MMI measures’ convergent and discriminant validity
suggested that it continues to be unclear whether MMI measures assess participants’
interpersonal behaviors or interpersonal processing. Implications for future research and
practice are discussed.
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APPLYING A FRAMEWORK OF INTERPERSONAL ADAPTABILITY FOR
ASSESSMENT

Introduction
My dissertation is comprised of three separate, but conceptually related,
manuscripts. The first manuscript is a conceptual paper that draws upon sections of my
introduction from my proposal. It is targeted to be included as a chapter in an upcoming
book. The second and third manuscripts are empirical studies that draw upon some of the
findings from my dissertation research. A general discussion was also prepared in order
to highlight the key conceptual, empirical, and practical implications from my
dissertation research.
My dissertation aimed to contribute to the considerable literature on the
assessment of individual effectiveness in social situations. One set of contributions are
from my book chapter on the construct of interpersonal adaptability. Drawing upon
previous conceptual work by Klein, DeRouin, and Salas (2006) and Ployhart and Bliese
(2006) I defined interpersonal adaptability as an individuals’ adjustment of interpersonal
behavior, thoughts, and emotions appropriately within an interpersonal interaction in
order to achieve the goals afforded by the situational demands of the interaction. The
definition highlights that situational demands and goals affect how interpersonal
behaviors will be related to performance within an interpersonal interaction.
The book chapter “Conceptualizing and Assessing Interpersonal Adaptability:
Towards a Functional Framework” will be submitted as a chapter in a book to be
published on adaptability by David Chan. The objective of the chapter is to provide a
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conceptual framework for interpersonal adaptability, which will highlight opportunities to
better assess constructs included within the interpersonal adaptability framework. The
three assessment opportunities discussed in the chapter are: 1) designing more
contextualized assessments; 2) improving the match between construct and method; and
3) designing dynamic assessments. The first two of these opportunities were applied to
guide the empirical studies that are presented in my two empirical manuscripts. In the
general discussion section of my dissertation I discuss how steps taken in my research
can inform directions for future research for designing dynamic assessments of
interpersonal adaptability.
The empirical research for my dissertation took place at the Ontario Veterinary
College (OVC). OVC has a worldwide reputation for graduating highly qualified
veterinarians (Sabitini & Conlon, 2006). In order to maintain that reputation OVC has
taken steps to improve the interpersonal adaptability of graduates from the program. One
of these steps has been the integration of objective structured clinical examinations
(OSCE) into the training curriculum to provide students with high fidelity simulated
client interactions where they can develop their interpersonal adaptability. Another step
was to implement a new interview process, the multiple mini-interview (MMI), in order
to select candidates for admission on various non-cognitive skills, some of which are
underlying predictors of interpersonal adaptability. My dissertation research investigated
aspects of both the selection interview and some of the developmental OSCE used at
OVC.
The second manuscript “Shining a light into the black box: Applying
interpersonal theory to design role play exercises” is targeted for submission to Human
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Performance (HP). HP is a peer reviewed journal for empirical research that investigates
the nature of goal-directed human activity. The manuscript does not provide a detailed
overview of assessment centers as HP has published several studies on role plays within
the broader assessment methodology of assessment centers (e.g., Jackson, Stillman, &
Atkins, 2005; Jansen, Lievens, & Kleinmann, 2011; Lance et al., 2000; Schollaert &
Lievens, 2012). The study described in this manuscript focuses on the role play, which is
a behavioral assessment exercise of participants within an interpersonal interaction with a
simulated role player. Little is known about how design features of the role play impact
participants’ behavior and performance (Lievens, Tett, & Schliecher, 2009).
The role play study investigates two issues: 1) whether designed between-exercise
differences of portrayed disposition can account for the variance of participants’ behavior
on specific dimensions, as is assumed by best practice; and 2) whether portrayed
disposition of the role player moderates the relationship between particular interpersonal
skill behaviors observed and relevant interpersonal outcomes within the exercise. In order
to investigate these issues I incorporated greater context into the role plays by revising
the existing ones used at OVC so that the role players’ portrayed specific dispositionmatched interpersonal personalities drawn from interpersonal theory (Horowitz & Strack,
2011; Sullivan, 1953). It was found that the portrayed disposition of the role player
accounted for a significant amount of the between-exercise variance in participants’
demonstrated interpersonal behaviors and performance.
The final manuscript “Assessing the Construct Validity of MMI ratings for Oral
Communication and Reasoning” is targeted for submission to Advances in Health
Science Education (AHSE). AHSE is a peer-reviewed journal for empirical research
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relevant to aspects of health sciences education. This study focuses on the MMI, which is
a recently developed interview method that consists of a series of brief and independent
timed interview stations (Eva, Rosenfeld, Reiter, & Norman, 2004). Though preliminary
research has found the MMI to be reliable and predictive, it remains unclear what aspects
of non-cognitive skill are captured within a MMI’s ratings. One of the ways that I
investigated this issue was that I applied the practice of matching specific predictors with
specific criteria. As a result, the study found that the MMI used by OVC has the potential
to measure more underlying predictors of interpersonal adaptability if it was revised to
assess candidates’ relationship building skills.
A general discussion section follows the third manuscript. This section draws
together the key conceptual, empirical, and practical implications from my dissertation
research1.

1

References for Introduction are included at end of General Discussion. All references
within a manuscript are included at the end of the manuscript.
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MANUSCRIPT 12
Conceptualizing and Assessing Interpersonal Adaptability: Towards a Functional
Framework
As a result of the increased frequency and complexity of interpersonal interactions
in today’s workplaces, researchers and practitioners have stated that today’s workers need
to be interpersonally adaptive (Griffin, Neal, & Parker, 2007; Mumford, Campion, &
Morgeson, 2007; Pulakos, Arad, Donovan, & Plamondon, 2000). Now, more than ever,
today’s worker must interact effectively with others in the workplace. One aspect of this
reflects the predominance of service-oriented organizations in many economies (Zeithaml
& Bitner, 1996). Within these organizations workers are required to spend a considerable
part of their day engaged in social interactions and managing social relationships with
customers (Schneider, 1994), and with teams (Kozlowski & Ilgen, 2006). Further,
increases in globalization (Javidan, Dorfman, de Luque, & House, 2006), boundaryless
organizational structures (Macy & Izumi, 1993), and workplace diversity (Mahoney,
2005), require workers to engage in more complex and dynamic interpersonal
interactions.
Traditionally, a ‘person-focused’ construct, such as interpersonal skills (e.g.,
Klein, DeRouin, & Salas, 2006), has been used to measure an individual’s effectiveness
within an interpersonal interaction. Interpersonal skills assess the goal-directed behaviors
an individual performs, such as effectively negotiating, demonstrating warmth, and being
friendly. Interpersonal skills represent a range of behaviors that are appropriate across
most interpersonal interactions. Though a particular interpersonal skill is appropriate for
2

Authorship of manuscript to be submitted to Adaptability book for publication: Tom
Oliver & Filip Lievens.
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most interpersonal interactions, it may not always be appropriate within a specific
interpersonal interaction.
As an example, let’s say a manager is required to train a new direct report while
ensuring that a critical service deliverable is met. The manager begins by using coaching
skills (i.e., interpersonal skill), allowing the direct-report to initiate his own learning and
exploration. If the direct report quickly demonstrates confidence and proficiency at
meeting the critical service deliverable, then the manager’s initial coaching approach
would be appropriate and there is no need to adjust his/her approach. However, the direct
report may show tremendous anxiety towards self-directed learning; or the direct report
may demonstrate that he is unable to learn the job quickly enough to meet the critical
service deliverable. In such situations, it would be more appropriate for the manager to
adapt to a different training style (e.g., directive communication), and delegate the service
deliverable to another employee. By correctly perceiving the situation (i.e., employee’s
anxiety, task will not be completed effectively), and adjusting skills and strategies (i.e.,
directive learning style from coaching learning style, stop using critical service
deliverable as training opportunity) the manager can meet the goals of the situation (i.e.,
develop the new direct report, meet client service deliverable).
The limitation of using person-focused constructs is that they only assess the
person. Interpersonal skills assess what the manager did, without taking into account the
demands that dynamically occur within situation (e.g., response of employee), and the
goals within the situation. In other words, interpersonal skills assess whether an
individual performs behaviors that are effective in most situations, but they do not assess
whether an individual performs the behaviors that fit with the challenges and goals that
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are part of the specific situation. As such, interpersonal skills do not directly assess
whether the interpersonal processes and skills elicited by an individual were the most
appropriate response given the specific situation. An alternative construct to assess the fit
of interpersonal skills and interpersonal processes within an interpersonal interaction is
interpersonal adaptability (Chan, 2000).
We have two main objectives for this chapter. The first objective is to clearly
define what it means to be interpersonally adaptive, and introduce a framework for
assessing interpersonal adaptability. We do so by drawing upon existing frameworks of
individual adaptability (Ployhart & Bliese, 2006) and interpersonal skills (Klein et al.,
2006). We introduce our framework in order to demonstrate that there is a need for
researchers and practitioners to further account for the demands and goals within an
interpersonal interaction if we want to effectively measure individuals’ abilities to
effectively adapt within dynamic and complex interpersonal interactions. The second
objective is to draw upon our framework to discuss shortcomings for how interpersonal
adaptability is commonly assessed in research and practice today. In doing so, we will
discuss how our framework of interpersonal adaptability has implications for assessment
practices.
Interpersonal Adaptability
Interpersonal adaptability has been conceptualized as a distinct component of
individual adaptability (Ployhart & Bliese, 2006; Pulakos, Arad, Donovan, Plamondon,
2000). Adaptability refers to the “an individual’s ability, skill, disposition, willingness,
and/or motivation, to change or fit different tasks, social, and environmental features”
(Ployhart & Bliese, 2006, p. 13). Interpersonal adaptability can include the flexibility to
7

act more or less dominant and friendly depending on the situation (Paulhus & Martin,
1987), adjust to a new reporting structure within a team (Kozlowski, Gully, Nason, &
Smith, 1999), and adjust one’s selling strategy to suit the demands of a customer (Spiro &
Weitz, 1990). The commonalities between these definitions is that interpersonal
adaptability is a conceptualization of interpersonal effectiveness that takes into account
the appropriateness of individuals’ interpersonal thoughts, and feelings of the person
within a specific interpersonal interaction.
We define interpersonal adaptability as the fit of an individual’s interpersonal
behavior, thoughts, and emotions within an interpersonal interaction in order to achieve
the goals afforded by the situational demands of the interaction. This definition
highlights five key components of our definition of interpersonal adaptability.
1. Interpersonal adaptability is a functional construct.
2. Interpersonal adaptability is multidimensional
3. Interpersonal adaptability occurs within an interpersonal interaction.
4. Situational demands can be conceptualized by the goals that they afford.
5. Interpersonal adaptability is a measure of fit.
We discuss these components below. First, as a functional construct, interpersonal
adaptability assesses interpersonal processes and skills within the context of situational
demands. This is consistent with Kurt Lewin’s (1946) famous equation B = f (P,E) (i.e.,
(B)ehaviour is a function of (P)erson and (E)nvironment. Examples of these situational
features abound. Being ‘adaptive’ can be measured as individuals’ performance when
working on a task that has been changed or altered (e.g., LePine, Colquitt, & Erez, 2000),
generalization of knowledge and skills to a new task (e.g., Kozlowski et al., 2001),
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interpretation of situational demands, selection of situation-appropriate goals, and
strategy selection for goal achievement within the situation (e.g., Yang, Read, & Miller,
2009), coping or reacting to a stressful situation (e.g., Pulakos et al., 2000), proactively
initiating change to a stable environment (e.g., Crant, 2000). Thus, situational demands
must be accounted for in order to evaluate the appropriateness and effectiveness of
interpersonal processes and interpersonal skills.
Second, interpersonal adaptability is multi-dimensional. Drawing upon Ployhart
& Bliese’s (2006) framework for individual adaptability, we conceptualize interpersonal
adaptability as being a function of both interpersonal skills and interpersonal processes,
such as situation perception and appraisal, and strategy selection. This is consistent with
Klein and colleagues’ (2006) framework of interpersonal skills, which also
conceptualized perceptual and cognitive filtering processes as key mediating variables for
the execution of interpersonal skill.
Third, situational demands take place within an interpersonal interaction. An
interpersonal interaction is a social interaction between two or more individuals where
each individual is goal driven and has the opportunity to make progress towards their
goals (Argyle et al., 1981; Hayes, 2002; Klein et al., 2006). In every interpersonal
interaction, an individual is continually required to monitor the actions of others and
adjust his or her own actions, thoughts, and emotions in order to effectively attempt to
reach his or her goal(s) for the interaction. Thus, interpersonal interactions are dynamic,
and/or novel, which are the situational demands that are relevant to adaptability (Chan,
2000; Ployhart & Bliese, 2006). Within an interpersonal interaction, adaptability is a
quick and flexible adjustment in behavior, thought, and emotion that occurs following a
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dynamic situational demand (Lang & Bliese, 2009). Examples of dynamic demands
within an interpersonal interaction include a change in an interaction partner’s mood, an
unexpected request from an interaction partner, and role ambiguity with the interaction
partner. In addition, within an interpersonal interaction, interpersonal adaptability may be
needed to respond to a lack of change in an interaction partner. As an example, a
physician may need to adjust his/her communication style when explaining a health
matter if a patient continues to express confusion (i.e., non-changing situational demand).
Fourth, situational demands within an interpersonal interaction afford particular
goals for the interaction. This is consistent with much of the research literature that finds
that human behavior (e.g., Argyle, Furnham, & Graham, 1981; Austin & Vancouver,
1996) and personality (e.g., Miller & Read, 1991; Pervin, 1982) are fundamentally goaldriven. Since persons, situation, and behavior are interconnected (Lewin, 1946; Mischel
& Shoda, 1995), it can be deduced that the essence of a situation is the goals that it leads
others to set and work towards (Yang et al., 2009). That is, individuals draw upon the
demands of a situation to select goals, select and adjust strategies to achieve their goals,
and monitor goal attainment.
Fifth, interpersonal adaptability is a measure of fit of an individual’s behaviors,
thoughts, and emotions with the demands of the interpersonal interaction3. The concept of
fit implies that skills that are effective for one set of situational demands will not
necessarily be effective for another set of situational demands (Chan, 2000). In addition,
there may be different sets of skills and processes that are equally effective at achieving
3

As discussed by Chan (2000), by defining adaptability as a measure of fit, we
acknowledge that adaptability is caused by individual differences (e.g., Ployhart &
Bliese, 2006) and the ability to learn (e.g., Kozlowski et al., 2001).
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the goal(s) afforded by the demands within a situation. Trait activation theory (Tett &
Burnett, 2003) provides two criteria for assessing the fit of individual’s demonstrated
processes and skills within a specific situation. First, trait activation theory proposes that
the appropriateness of individuals’ behavior and processes should be evaluated against
the performance goals afforded by the demands within the situation. In other words, did
the individual adjust and / or maintain behaviors that increased their ability to achieve the
goals most relevant to the situation. Second, trait activation theory proposes that
particular situational demands affect the likelihood that individuals will achieve fit within
an interaction. Certain situational demands facilitate individuals in achieving fit, whereas
other situational demands constrain individuals from achieving fit. For example, it is
easier to provide strong customer service to a friendly and loyal customer than when
interacting with a distrustful and upset customer.
Now that we have conceptually defined interpersonal adaptability, we can discuss
our framework of interpersonal adaptability (Figure 1). The framework elaborates on the
multidimensional nature of the interpersonal adaptability construct, and specifies how the
construct is related to other popular interpersonal ability and performance constructs in
the assessment literature. In doing so, we aim to guide the effective assessment of
individual differences in the skill to be interpersonally effective.
A Functional Framework of Interpersonal Adaptability
The framework can be categorized into three components. The first component is
the distal component. This distal component includes individual differences that predict
interpersonal effectiveness, which include emotional intelligence, social intelligence,
practical intelligence, personality, and team/collective orientation (Klein et al., 2006;
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Figure 1. Functional Framework of Interpersonal Adaptability
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Lievens & Chan, 2010). For the purposes of understanding how individual differences are
related to interpersonal adaptability, we will focus our discussion on only two of these
individual differences: personality and ability-based emotional intelligence. The second
component is the within-situation component. This component represents interpersonal
adaptability, which is a measure of interpersonal processes and interpersonal skills within
the context of situational demands. When interpersonal processes and interpersonal skills
are measured within the context of specific of an interpersonal interaction, then
interpersonal adaptability can be assessed. The third component is the across-situations
component. This includes adaptive interpersonal performance (Pulakos et al., 2000) and
job performance.
Now that we have provided an overview of our functional framework of
interpersonal adaptability, we proceed with a more detailed discussion for each of the
three components of the framework. Our discussion focuses on how constructs in our
model are commonly assessed.
Distal-Level Variables
In this section we discuss two of the more common distal-level individual
difference constructs that can predict interpersonal performance: personality and abilitybased emotional intelligence.
Personality. There is broad consensus that personality as measured by the fivefactor model is a distal predictor of interpersonal performance (Chan & Schmitt, 2005;
Klein et al., 2006; Ployhart & Bliese, 2006), and personality assessments are frequently
used in organizational practice and research to predict performance (Rothstein & Goffin,
2006). However, some researchers have argued that personality does not account for
13

enough of the variance in job performance to warrant such widespread use (e.g.,
Morgeson et al., 2007).
We expect personality traits to be predictive of interpersonal performance when
they are representative of interpersonal processes and interpersonal skills across a range
of interpersonal situations. Of the five-factor model personality traits, agreeableness and
extraversion account for most of the interpersonal processes and interpersonal skills
across a broad range of interpersonal interactions (McCrae & Costa, 1989). Though these
characteristics should intuitively be associated with stronger job performance, the
evidence of predictive validity for these two traits to task performance has been mixed
(Penney, David, & Witt, 2011). However as found in a recent unpublished meta-analysis
(Klein, 2009), if the criterion is specified to general interpersonal skills, then there are
moderate predictive validities for agreeableness ( = .30) and extraversion ( = .36). In
contrast, the same meta-analysis found only small predictive validities for the other three
Big Five personality traits - conscientiousness ( = .15), emotional stability ( = .11), and
openness ( = .01). Therefore, it appears as though agreeableness and extraversion will
be more predictive of interpersonal adaptability when assessed over a broad range of
interpersonal interactions.
As supported by Tett, Jackson, and Rothsein’s (1991) meta-analysis, we expect
personality traits to be predictive of interpersonal adaptability when there is also a clear
theoretical link between personality traits and job demands identified from a job analysis.
Many empirical studies have found that particular personality traits are more predictive of
interpersonal processes and interpersonal skills when they account for task-level demands
(Bakker, Van Der Zee, Lewig, & Dollard, 2006; Barrick & Mount, 1991; Hogan &
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Holland, 2003; Mount, Barrick, & Stewart, 1998), social-level demands (Liao, Joshi, &
Chuang, 2004), and organizational-level demands (Colbert, Mount, Harter, Witt, &
Barrick, 2002; Witt, Kacmar, Carlson, & Zivnuska, 2002). For example, in a study of
volunteer counselors, agreeableness reduced perceptions of burnout for those employees
who had many difficult client experiences (e.g., working with ungrateful families), but
was unrelated to burnout for those employees who had few difficult client experiences
(Bakker et al., 2006). Therefore, though extraversion and agreeableness may be
predictive of interpersonal processes and interpersonal skills across interpersonal
interactions, the empirical evidence suggests that when personality factors are carefully
matched with the situation, then they can be more strongly predictive of interpersonal
processes and interpersonal skills (Penney et al., 2011).
Ability-based emotional intelligence. Ability-based emotional intelligence is an
ability to perform the following four interpersonal processes: (1) perception and
expression of emotion; (2) use emotions to facilitate task performance; (3) understand
relationships between emotions, situations, and time courses; and (4) regulate and
manage one’s own an others’ emotions (Mayer, Salovey, Caruso, & Sitarenios, 2003). It
is a construct that has evolved from multiple intelligence theories (Gardner, 1999;
Williams & Sternberg, 1988). Thus, it shares conceptual definitions with such constructs
as practical intelligence and social intelligence (for a review see Lievens & Chan, 2010)4.
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In contrast, trait emotional intelligence, the other popular model of emotional
intelligence, has low convergent validity with cognitive ability and low discriminant
validity with personality (Van Rooy & Viswesvaran, 2004). As a result, the scientific
community generally agrees that only ability-based emotional intelligence represents a
distinct construct of intelligence, which conceptually should predict interpersonal
performance over and above measures of personality and cognitive ability (Roberts,
MacCann, Matthews, & Zeidner, 2010).
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The underlying similarity between these constructs is that they can be broadly defined as
1) an individual ability to process which behaviors and emotions are appropriate in a
given interpersonal interaction; 2) an individual ability to express the appropriate set of
behaviors and emotions in the interpersonal interaction. Thus, conceptually, how we have
modeled interpersonal adaptability overlaps considerably with ability-based emotional
intelligence. Both concepts are ability-based individual differences to apply appropriate
interpersonal processes and interpersonal skills within a particular interpersonal
interaction.
As the term implies, ability-based emotional intelligence is a form of
interpersonal ability and is measured through performance-based tests. Ability-based
emotional intelligence has been found to have convergent validity with cognitive ability
and discriminant validity with personality traits (Mayer, Roberts, & Barsade, 2008; Van
Rooy & Viswesvaran, 2004). There has yet to be strong evidence supporting the
incremental validity of ability-based emotional intelligence in predicting interpersonal
performance over-and-above cognitive ability and personality. In a recent meta-analysis,
ability-based emotional intelligence predicted little variance of job performance (0.2%)
over cognitive ability and five-factor measures of personality (Joseph & Newman, 2010).
As highlighted in our discussion of personality, part of the low incremental validity
findings are likely due to a lack of criterion-specificity. This is supported from the
moderation analysis that found for jobs classified as having ‘high-emotional labor’,
ability-based emotional intelligence was found to account for a small amount of
incremental variance for job performance (1.5%). Therefore, if even more specific
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criterion measures of interpersonal processes and interpersonal skills were used, then
stronger incremental validity should be expected (Lievens & Chan, 2010).
In summary, researchers have argued that for both personality and ability-based
emotional intelligence there is an opportunity to find stronger predictive relationships of
job performance when more specific interpersonal criteria are used. In the next section,
we provide a more detailed description of how interpersonal adaptability can be assessed.
In doing so, we attempt to clarify the relationship between the interpersonal aspects of
job performance – interpersonal skills and interpersonal processes within interpersonal
interactions – in order to help researchers and practitioners to establish more specific
interpersonal criteria in the future.
Within-Situation Variables
In this section we discuss the functional component of our framework that
comprises our concept of interpersonal adaptability. This includes a discussion of
interpersonal skills, interpersonal processes, and the situational demands within
interpersonal interactions.
Interpersonal Skills. Klein and colleagues (2006) conducted the most
comprehensive review of interpersonal skills, which included a qualitative review of over
50 interpersonal skill models and taxonomies. On the basis of their review, they
concluded that interpersonal skill consists of two conceptually distinct dimensions:
communication and relationship building. Communication was defined by five sub-skills;
active listening, oral communication, written communication, assertive communication,
and nonverbal communication. Relationship building was defined by six sub-skills;
cooperation and coordination, trust, intercultural sensitivity, service orientation, self17

presentation, social influence, and conflict resolution and negotiation. Validation of this
competency model found that it was moderately related to FFM personality, particularly
extraversion, and enhanced post-interpersonal-training job performance outcomes (Klein,
2009). Therefore, our framework of interpersonal adaptability will model performance
based on two performance components: communication and relationship building.
As discussed earlier in the paper, interpersonal skills can be defined as goal
directed behavior. Specifically, Klein et al., (2006) defined interpersonal skills
performance as “goal-directed behaviors, including communication and relationshipbuilding competencies, employed in interpersonal interaction episodes characterized by
complex perceptual and cognitive processes, dynamic verbal and nonverbal interaction
exchanges, diverse roles, motivations, and expectancies (p. 81).” Implied within this
definition is that interpersonal skills are a function of the situation (i.e., interpersonal
interaction episodes), and that interpersonal actions and behaviors that are appropriate for
one situation may not be appropriate to the other situation. Thus, the conceptualization of
interpersonal behavior is that of an ability to effectively adapt to the dynamics of the
situational demands within interpersonal interactions.
The adaptive conceptualization of interpersonal skills is consistent across many
models of interpersonal skills. As an example, as part of a generalized employee skill
model, Mumford and colleagues (2007) defined interpersonal skills with four sub-skills:
a) negotiation, “bringing others together to reconcile differences”; b) persuasion
“persuading others to change their minds or behavior”; c) social perceptiveness, “being
aware of others' reactions and understanding why they react as they do”, d) coordination,
“adjusting actions in relation to others' actions” (p. 160). The first two sub-skills are
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examples of adaptive skills, as the sub-skills clearly articulates a goal (i.e., to reconcile
differences, to change the minds or behaviors of others); and the second two sub-skills
represent more situationally-specific performance, as they require the individual to
respond to aspects of the situation (i.e., being aware of others, adjusting actions in
relation to others). However, in order to be a true measure of situational appropriateness
and effectiveness, interpersonal skills need to be assessed within the context of situational
demands. This way, it is possible to assess whether an individual is attending to the
appropriate goal (e.g., a cooperative-goal - reconciling differences, vs. a competitive goal
- changing the minds of others), and it is possible to more accurately judge the
effectiveness of the skill (e.g., did the individual respond to subtle cues from an
interaction partner, or only exaggerated cues?).
Interpersonal Processes. The interpersonal processes most relevant to
interpersonal interactions are situational perception and appraisal and strategy selection
(Argyle et al., 1981; Hayes, 2002). Self-regulation and coping, and knowledge
acquisition are other internal processes that are relevant to adaptability within
interpersonal interactions (Aronoff, Stollak, & Woike, 1994; Kozlowski et al., 2001;
Ployhart & Bliese, 2006). However, both of these processes are more conceptually
relevant to other dimensions of adaptive performance (Pulakos et al., 2000) than they are
to interpersonal adaptability. In particular, self-regulation and coping are more relevant to
the dimensions of adaptability to crisis situations and adaptability to handling work
stress; whereas knowledge acquisition is more relevant to learning adaptability. As a
result, we focus our discussion on the interpersonal processes of situational perception
and appraisal and strategy selection.
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According to the social skills model of social performance (Argyle et al., 1981),
there are two main propositions that elucidate how cognitive and affective processes
operate within interpersonal interactions. First, people engage in social encounters to
achieve particular goals. Therefore, people engage in strategy selection within
interpersonal interactions. One aspect of strategy selection is selecting the overarching
interpersonal goal for an interaction.
The content of interpersonal goals can be conceptualized using three dimensions
(Penney et al., 2011). The two most commonly conceptualized interpersonal goal
dimensions are agency-striving and communion-striving (Bakan, 1966; Barrick, Mount,
& Gupta, 2003; Hogan & Holland, 2003; Hogan & Shelton, 1998; Saucier & Goldberg,
1996). An agentic-striving goal, is characterized by motives of self-protection, selfassertion, and the desire to influence, control, or master oneself, other people, and the
environment. Agentic-striving goals can range from being motivated to lead to being
motivated to follow. A communal-striving goal is characterized by motives to be one
with others, and to engage in more cooperative relationships with others. Communalstriving goals can range from cooperating with others to competing or being in conflict
with others. This two-dimensional conceptualization has been empirically supported as a
valid measure of interpersonal goals (Locke, 2000). A third interpersonal goal that is
relevant to interpersonal processing within the work place is accomplishment striving
(Penney et al., 2011). Accomplishment-striving refers to the motivation directed at
completing work tasks.
Another aspect of strategy selection is the process of monitoring goal progress
and adjusting goals based on compatibility of goal within the interaction context. In most
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social situations, individuals have two or more goals each, and how much the goals
complement or conflict with each other affects each individual’s behaviors. For example,
a leader (Alex) may have two goals when she interacts with her team. Alex wants her
team to follow her directions (i.e., agentic-striving – leading), and she also wants to
maintain a positive relationship with her team (i.e., communal-striving – cooperative).
These goals can be incompatible because if Alex is too directive then she risks damaging
her relationship with her team members, but if she is too friendly she risks undermining
her authority to ensure compliance from her team members. In order to select the more
appropriate of the two competing strategies, individuals will draw upon the situational
demands within the interpersonal interaction. Thus, interpersonal interactions with
similar situational demands will influence people to select similar goals (e.g., competitive
vs. cooperative situations) across interpersonal interactions, which in turn will lead to
behavioral consistency across situations (for a review, see Heller, Perunovic, &
Reichman, 2009; Yang et al., 2009).
The second important component to Argyle’s (1981) model is related to situation
perception and appraisal. Argyle’s model proposes that in any social encounter each
individual attempts to realize his or her goal through the continuous correction of his or
her social performance (Hayes, 2002; Hargie, 2006). ‘Continuous correction’ is a process
that involves monitoring the other individual’s reactions, being aware of one’s own
actions and cognitive-emotional processes, and adjusting one’s behaviors and cognitiveemotional processes in response to his or her interaction partner. For example, if Alex
perceives that her team members are disregarding her directions, she would likely adapt
her behaviors to demonstrate more dominance in order to gain compliance; whereas if
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Alex perceives that her team members are cold and unfriendly towards her, she would
likely adapt her behaviors to demonstrate more friendliness in order to improve the
relationship with her team members. Therefore, the model illustrates that cognitive and
affective processes are interdependent within the interpersonal interactions. Thus, in
order for an individual to meet his or her goal(s) within an interpersonal interaction, he or
she must be adaptive and flexible to meet the dynamic demands that are within his or her
interpersonal interaction.
Characteristics of Interpersonal Situations
It has been argued that, to date, social psychologists have failed to develop a
reliable and comprehensive taxonomy of situation, akin to taxonomies of personality
(Reis, 2008)5. Though the field of social psychology still lacks a strongly accepted
taxonomy of situations, various situational taxonomies show promise at adequately
organizing the wide range of situational features into a small set of meaningful categories
(e.g., Kelley et al., 2003; Wagerman & Funder, 2009; Leary, 1957).
Furthermore, in I/O psychology trait activation theory (Tett & Burnett, 2003) has
recently emerged as a useful job-relevant framework to organize situational demands. As
part of the trait activation framework, situational demands are modeled at three different
levels within the workplace environment. The three levels of situational demands are: 1)
task demands, which are features of the actual work, such as day-to-day tasks,
5

This is why it is imperative that all assessment processes begin with a thorough job
analysis to determine which processes and behaviors are appropriate to particular jobrelevant situations (Standards, 1999). Two job analyses techniques that can produce such
information are the critical incident technique (Flanagan, 1954) or functional job analysis
(Fine & Cronshaw, 1999). Thus, a bottom-up approach is necessary in order to build an
ecologically valid assessment of interpersonal adaptability for a given organization.
However, a bottom-up process should still be guided by sound top-down theory in order
to ensure that meaningful distinctions are being identified across situations.
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responsibilities, and duties; 2) social demands, which are the behaviors and dispositions
of the people that an individual interacts with on the job, such as peers, subordinates,
supervisors, customers, and clients; 3) organizational demands, which are features of the
climate and culture of an organization, profession, region, and workplace. We will draw
on this framework to identify how situational demands from other social psychology
theories can impact interpersonal adaptability.
Task demands. As the building block of a job or role, a task is an action or
sequence of actions designed to contribute to a specified end result that will lead to the
accomplishment of an objective (Fine & Cronshaw, 1999). Many tasks are highly
interpersonal. They require an individual to coordinate his or her actions with others in
order to accomplish his or her objective. As examples, a salesperson must promote a
product to a customer in order to make a sale, a social worker must interview a client in
order to determine which programs the client is eligible for, and a project manager must
meet with her direct reports in order to communicate the project plan to her team.
Although these tasks are similar in that they are all social in nature, there are differences
in the interdependence between each party. Interdependence describes connectedness
among job tasks, thus reflecting the degree to which a worker’s job performance depends
on reciprocal interactions with others to achieve work goals (Dierdorff & Morgeson,
2007).
Interdependence theory (Kelley et al., 2003; Kelley & Thibaut, 1978) can be
fruitfully used to understand how the objective structure of work tasks influence the
extent to which individuals emphasize competitive or cooperative goals when working
with others. The objective structure of work tasks can be characterized along the
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following six dimensions in which interdependence can differ: 1) the extent to which an
individual’s outcome depends on the action of others; 2) whether individuals have mutual
or asymmetric power over each other’s outcome; 3) whether outcomes are equally
desirable to all individuals; 4) the amount that individuals must coordinate their actions
versus work autonomously; 5) whether it is a short-term or long-term relationship
between individuals; 6) whether individuals are confident with the information they have
to make a good decision and be certain of future outcomes. Kelley and colleagues (2003)
Atlas of Interpersonal Situations provides a framework for how these six dimensions,
both singly, and in combination, effect how individuals work towards more agentic-,
communal-, or achievement-striving goals in 20 of the most common social situations
(De Dreu, Nijstad, & van Knippenberg, 2008; Weber, Kopelman, & Messick, 2004).
Thus, the degree to which group outcomes are dependent on individuals’ interpersonal
skills is a function of the interdependence of group tasks (Langfred, 2005; Stewart &
Barrick, 2000).
Social demands. One of the most salient situational demands individuals perceive
is the behavior of the individual they are interacting with (Leary, 1957). Interpersonal
theory (Sullivan, 1953; Horowitz & Strack, 2011) provides a framework for
understanding how the actions and dispositions of others in the workplace can require an
individual to be interpersonally adaptive. The central principle of interpersonal theory is
that dynamic interpersonal interactions can be understood through two dimensions:
agency and communion. Agency involves concerns relating to autonomy and control and
spans from submissiveness to dominance; communion involves concerns relating to
affiliation and connection and spans from hostility to friendliness. Agency and
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communion are most commonly represented on a two dimensional circular space with
agency representing the vertical dimension and communion representing the horizontal
dimension (Wiggins, 1979). The vast majority of interpersonal characteristics can be
represented on the circle based on their relationship to agency and communion (e.g.,
extraversion is a blend of agency and communion). A number of empirical studies have
demonstrated that these two dimensions provide the content and organization to
meaningfully measure interpersonal behavior (Markey, Funder, & Ozer, 2003;
Moskowitz, 1994) and personality traits (Tracey & Schneider, 1995; Wiggins, 1979).
The interpersonal circle can be used as a framework not only for conceptualizing
interpersonal behaviors and traits but also for conceptualizing interpersonal situations
(Fourneir et al., 2008). According to this proposition, the behavior from the other party
invites individuals to respond with a complementary class of behaviors in return (Tracey,
1994). For agency, complementarity operates through reciprocity (i.e., dominance from
one party elicits submission from the other party); and for communion, complementarity
operates through correspondence (i.e., friendliness from one party elicits friendliness
from the other). Thus, friendly behavior tends to invite friendly responses and distancing
behavior tends to invite distancing responses; in contrast, dominant behavior tends to
invite yielding responses and yielding behavior tends to invite dominant responses. The
relationships proposed by complementarity have been generally supported in numerous
empirical studies (Markey et al., 2003; Fournier, Moskowitz, & Zuroff, 2008; Sadler &
Woody, 2003; Tracey, 1994; 2004; however, see Orford, 1986).
Organizational demands. Situations can differ at the organizational level in terms
of climate and culture, environmental settings, organizational roles, organizational
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structure, and social norms and rules (Johns, 2006; Klein et al., 2006, Tett & Burnett,
2003). A number of lines of research demonstrate that organizational demands affect
individuals’ perceptions of the interactions. Argyle and colleagues (1981) review of
interpersonal interactions (e.g., where the social interaction takes place, what objects are
involved, lighting and temperature, etc.) found that environmental setting demands
impact the perceived formality, pace, and timing of interactions. The research on
organizational roles shows that across interpersonal interaction, individuals hold different
sets of expectations about the responsibilities and requirements for each party involved
(O’Driscoll, Ilgen, & Hildreth, 1992).
Even when task and social demands are held constant, changes in the
organizational demands can impact the goals that are afforded by the interaction (Tett &
Burnett, 2003). As an example, take a front-level manager in a flat organization with
relatively few levels of hierarchy. In such organizations, decision making power is
generally pushed downward to the front-line employees (Johns & Saks, 2010). In such an
organization, the manager is more likely to prioritize accomplishment-striving goals (e.g.,
set a meeting with direct reports to problem solve) when discussing a task problem with
direct reports. In contrast, in a taller more hierarchical organization where decision
making is made from the top down, the manager faced with the same task problem with
his or her direct reports is more likely to prioritize agency-striving goals (e.g., ensure
direct reports follow policies and procedures). Thus, demands at the task, social, and
organizational-level all should be taken into account when assessing interpersonal
adaptability.
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In our discussion of interpersonal situations, we provided an overview of a few
top-down situational theories. By incorporating these theories within the task, social, and
organizational demand framework from trait-activation theory, we intended to elucidate
how various situational theories can be relevant to interpersonal adaptability within the
workplace. Interdependence theory can be used to identify the goal affordances within
objective situations that can lead individuals to form more cooperative or more
competitive goals. Furthermore, interpersonal theory can be used to identify how broad
differences in an interaction partner’s behaviors can lead to unique requirements of an
individuals’ interpersonal skills and interpersonal processes. These theories can help
identify the underlying goals within interpersonal interactions, and which situational
demands may make it more or less difficult for individuals to achieve these goals. In
conjunction with a thorough job analysis (as bottom-up approach), these theories can
improve the assessment of interpersonal adaptability.
In sum, in this section we have provided an overview of interpersonal skills,
interpersonal processes, and interpersonal situations. Interpersonal adaptability is a
function of all three constructs. In order to determine whether particular interpersonal
processes and/or interpersonal skills are interpersonally adaptive, it is necessary to assess
such constructs within a specific interpersonal situation. If interpersonal skills or
interpersonal processes are assessed without a specified situational context, then
interpersonal adaptability is not the construct that is being measured. In such cases, it is
only an interpersonal process or an interpersonal skill that is being measured.
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Between-Situation Variables
The third component to our model is the between-situation component. This
component includes adaptive interpersonal performance and job performance. We
differentiate adaptive interpersonal performance from interpersonal adaptability by the
level (i.e., within, between) that situation is accounted for by each construct. As discussed
in previous sections, interpersonal adaptability is an individual’s adjustment and fit with
dynamic situational demands within an interpersonal interaction. In contrast, we
conceptualize adaptive interpersonal performance as an individual’s adjustment and fit
across interpersonal interactions. Examples of interpersonal adaptability across situations
include adjusting to a competitive interaction from a cooperative interaction, and
presenting a report to a group of senior leaders in one interaction to presenting the same
report to a group of front-line employees in another interaction. In our framework, we
conceptualize adaptive interpersonal performance as the between-situation extension of
interpersonal adaptability. That is, in order to directly assess adaptive interpersonal
performance, one would need to assess an individual’s interpersonal adaptability across a
range of broadly-diverse job relevant situations.
Existing measures can be used to assess adaptive interpersonal performance,
however they do not directly measure the functional nature of adaptability. Measures of
adaptive interpersonal performance have been developed within a broader measures of
adaptive performance, and several measures of adaptive interpersonal performance
already exist (Charbonnier-Voirin, & Roussel, in press; Griffin et al., 2007; Pulakos et
al., 2000). A limitation of these measures is that they are designed to be assessed using
situation-independent methods of measurement such as self- and other-reports. Using
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self- and other-reports means that the within-situation level aspects of adaptability are
assessed more like a trait-like characteristic that is indicative of a general tendency to
adapt appropriately across situations. This approach has been found to be deficient of
assessing within-situation aspects of adaptability (Kaiser, Lindberg, & Craig, 2007).
Kaiser and colleagues’ (2007) finding can be explained by discussing items used
by Pulakos and colleagues (2000) to assess interpersonal adaptability. As an example,
one of the items included in the measure is: “Tailoring own behavior to persuade,
influence, or work more effectively with [others]” (Pulakos et al., 2000, p. 617).
Typically, performance ratings are used to rate employees based on their overall
performance over a period of time (e.g., one year). During this period of time, raters have
observed the employee demonstrate a skill, such as persuasiveness, across a range of
individuals (i.e., roles - customer, manager, peer, direct report; situations – friendly
individuals, unfriendly individuals, dominant individuals) where there has been a range
of desired outcomes (i.e., more cooperative – such as learn from other vs. more
competitive – such as persuade the other). An other-rating of a target of 4 out of 5 on
“persuading others to change their minds or behavior” provides us with only a vague
notion that, in general, this employee is fairly effective at being persuasive.
The above rating cannot answer a number of questions. Is the employee more
persuasive with customers than with their manager? Is the employee effectively
persuasive with dominant individuals, but too persuasive with warm individuals? Are
there times when the employee believes the situations requires persuasiveness when it
would be more effective to engage in more relationship building? Since self- and otherreport ratings are context independent, they do not directly assess the within-situation
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aspect of adaptive interpersonal performance, such as selecting an appropriate goal for
the situation, or adjusting to changes within the situation.
As illustrated by our model, strong adaptive interpersonal performance across a
range of job relevant situations will contribute to strong job performance. Drawing upon
Ployhart & Bliese’s (2006) review of individual adaptability, we expect that adaptive
interpersonal performance will positively impact not only task performance (e.g.,
Campbell et al., 1993), but also contextual performance, organizational citizenship
behavior, and counterproductive work behavior. Research from the performance
management literature suggests that interpersonal effectiveness is a key broad
competency that is related to performance across all levels of the organization (Mumford
et al., 2007), and that inabilities to be interpersonally effective across a range of situations
are one of the leading contributors to job derailment (McCauley, Lombardo, & Usher,
1989). Thus, there is a real need to ensure that interpersonal adaptability - and by
extension adaptive interpersonal performance – are directly assessed. In the following
section we discuss how our framework can be used to develop more reliable and more
valid ratings of variables related to interpersonal adaptability.
Implications for Assessment of a Functional Framework of Interpersonal
Adaptability
In this section, we suggest various implications of our functional framework of
interpersonal adaptability as it relates to the assessment of interpersonal effectiveness.
These implications are organized into three measurement strategies: 1) appropriately
match constructs to method; 2) design contextualized assessments; and 3) design
dynamic assessments.
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Appropriately Match Construct to Method
The functional framework of interpersonal adaptability is useful for illustrating
the multidimensional nature of human behaviors and emotional-cognitive processes
within interpersonal interactions. Interpersonal adaptability is a function of various
interpersonal skills and interpersonal processes that occur within an interpersonal
interaction. In order to produce reliable and valid assessments of the multiple constructs
that constitute interpersonal adaptability, it is critical that the appropriate measures are
selected to assess each specific construct (Arthur, Day, McNelly, & Edens, 2003; Chan &
Schmitt, 2005; Lievens & Chan, 2010; Roberts et al., 2010).
The distinction between distal and within-situation constructs can be used to
guide the choice of method. Since distal level constructs are independent of the situation,
they can be assessed through measurement approaches that do not typically account for
situations. Such measurement approaches include standardized tests (self-reports or
other-reports). In contrast, since within-situation level constructs are dependent on the
situation, they should be assessed by measurement approaches that can account for the
appropriateness of situational demands. Therefore, to assess the appropriateness of a
within-situation level variable the measurement approach must be able to incorporate
ecologically valid situational characteristics. In other words, assessments of withinsituation level variables should incorporate some level of fidelity to the situational reality
that is found in the workplace. Assessment methods that have the strongest capability to
assess within-situation level variables within an ecologically valid context include
structured interviews (e.g., Cronshaw, Ong, Chappell, 2007), situational judgment tests
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(e.g., McDaniel, Hartman, Whetzel, & Grubb, 2007), and assessment center exercises
(e.g., Lievens, Tett, & Schleicher, 2009).
A distinction can be made in how interpersonal processes and interpersonal skills
may be better assessed by two different measurement methods. Situational judgment tests
assess within-situation performance, as they can incorporate situational demands through
descriptions in a written passage (e.g., Pulakos & Schmitt, 1996) or through video (e.g.,
Dalessio, 1994). Individuals can indicate their situational perception and appraisal and
their goal strategies by indicating through close-ended or forced-choice item response
formats (e.g., Pulakos & Schmitt, 1996) or by evaluating the effectiveness of a particular
situational appraisal or goal for the situation (e.g., Chan & Schmitt, 1997). Therefore,
situational judgment tests are effective for assessing individuals’ procedural knowledge
of effective cognitive-affective processes within a particular workplace situation
(Motowidlo & Beier, 2010; Motowidlo, Hopper, & Jackson, 2006).
To assess interpersonal skills a particularly appropriate measurement method is
the behavioral simulation, most commonly referred to as the assessment center exercise.
Assessment center exercises (e.g., role play, group discussion, presentation) assess
individuals’ actual behaviors (i.e., skills) within a particular workplace situation
(Thornton & Mueller-Hanson, 2004). This means that though both measurement
approaches assess interpersonal performance, they are more effective at assessing
different constructs within the interpersonal adaptability framework (Lievens & De
Soete, 2011). Situational judgment tests are a more appropriate measurement approach
for interpersonal processes, and assessment centers are a more appropriate measurement
approach for interpersonal skills.
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Design Contextualized Assessments
Assessment center exercises and situational judgment tests are methods that
incorporate situational demands within the assessment. However, the conceptual
relationship between the demands of the situation within the exercise and the dimensions
that are to be rated within the exercise (be it dimensions relevant to interpersonal skills or
other job-relevant constructs) has received little attention in the assessment literature
(Lievens et al., 2009). As a result, the exercise remains largely a black box (Howard,
2008), which limits their potential to provide a valid assessment of interpersonal
adaptability.
Some research suggests that broad-differences across exercise predict significant
variability in individuals’ performance across exercises. Specifically, it has been found
that exercises that differ in form (e.g., a leaderless group discussion with four candidates
vs. a one-on-one role play) tend to be relevant to different traits and skills, which lead to
between exercise differences (Melchers, Wirz, Schultheiss, Kleinmann, 2012; Schneider
& Schmitt, 1992). However, evidence from the assessment of interpersonal skills of
medical physicians suggests that there is considerable between exercise differences in
candidate performance even when the same exercise (i.e., role play) is used multiple
times (Cohen, Colliver, Robbs, & Swartz, 1997; Guiton, Hodgson, Delandshere, &
Wilkerson, 2004; Mazor, Ockene, Rogers, Carlin, & Quirk, 2005). This suggests that
there is still a need for conceptual models to ascertain which situational demands are
related to which behavioral skills and cognitive-emotional processes (Brummel, Rupp, &
Spain, 2009).
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Building situational demands into exercises using situational taxonomies such as
interdependence theory and interpersonal theory, will make it possible to design same
form exercises that emphasize different goals. As an example, the demands of the task to
“sell a product or service to a customer” can fundamentally differ based on the dimension
of mutuality of power over outcomes, so that in one sales exercise the candidate is in a
low position of power (e.g., cold-call’ sales exercise where the candidate interacts with
customers who have no immediate need to make a purchase and can easily end the
transaction prior to committing to a purchase) and in another situation the candidate is in
a high position of power (e.g., customer emergency situation, where the candidate
interacts with a customer who is in desperate need to replace a broken-down product).
According to the research from interpersonal theory (Kelley et al., 2003; Reis, 2008), we
should expect differences across the two role play exercise in how the candidates
perceive and select agentic- and communal-striving goals, which should lead to
differences in interpersonal skill demonstrations related to trust-behaviors, intercultural
sensitivity, active listening, assertive communication, and social influence.
Situational demands can also be more strategically designed into exercises to
make certain interpersonal skills more or less difficult for the candidate to effectively
demonstrate. Drawing upon interpersonal theory, different situational demands can be
created for role play actors to use across different exercises. For example, a conflict
resolution role play could be made more challenging if the role player acts more
disagreeable or hostile towards the candidate (e.g., personalizes the conflict, uses insults,
displays frustration). Though some evidence suggests that requiring candidates to
participate in multiple same form exercises adds little predictive validity to the
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assessment center process (Melchers et al., 2012; Schneider & Schmitt, 1992), we believe
this is likely because past studies have failed to incorporate real differences in the
situational demands across exercises. As per our framework of interpersonal adaptability,
through exposing candidates to a variety of meaningfully different situational demands
we can assess adaptive interpersonal performance.
Design Dynamic Assessments
Another approach to assessing interpersonal adaptability is to design specific
dynamic situational demands within an exercise. Recent advancements in interactive
technologies for serious games and virtual adaptive simulations (Salen & Zimmerman,
2004) demonstrate the value of building simulations that incorporate dynamic situational
demands. Rayburn (2007) describes a process for team-based serious games where the
nature of the interdependence between the game players (e.g., instructor limits the
availability of a desirable resource creating conflict between players) can be altered
during game play to alter the interpersonal processes and interpersonal skills of players.
Thus, conceptually defined situational demands can be built into exercises to occur at
particular points within an exercise in order to create a controlled dynamic aspect within
a simulation. Training role players to demonstrate particular actions or statements, or
altering exercise instructions or task demands before or during an exercise creates a
complex and dynamic interpersonal demand. Incorporating such demands within
assessments more explicitly assess individuals’ ability to appropriately adjust through
effective situational perception and appraisal and strategy selection.
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Conclusion
Our framework for interpersonal adaptability adds to the considerable literature
on effectiveness in social situations by providing a framework for operationalizing the
functional aspect of interpersonal effectiveness. Interpersonal adaptability covers similar
conceptual ground as established constructs such as interpersonal skills, ability-based
emotional intelligence, and interpersonal adaptive performance. Two points are
consistent with all these constructs: 1) the ability to be effective will be more discernible
when interpersonal interactions are more dynamic and when an individual must operate
between more varied interpersonal interactions; 2) a given interpersonal behavior,
cognition, or emotional process will be differentially effective depending on the goals
afforded by the situation (Klein et al., 2006). However, only through conceptualizing
effectiveness in an interpersonal interaction as a functional construct, is it possible to
operationalize the dynamic and adaptive nature of interpersonal performance.
As we highlighted in this chapter, many assessment methods can be used to assess
the functional nature of constructs. However, it is first necessary to take a multi-method
approach that matches appropriate measures to the differing constructs that are part of
interpersonal adaptability. In addition we highlight that there is an opportunity to draw
upon the social psychology literature to clearly operationalize the situational demands
incorporated within these assessment measures. This approach should help researchers
and practitioners to create assessments that include more clearly defined dynamic
interpersonal demands, which will give candidates more opportunity to demonstrate their
ability to be interpersonally adaptive.
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MANUSCRIPT 2 6
SHINING A LIGHT INTO THE BLACK BOX:
APPLYING INTERPERSONAL THEORY TO THE ROLE PLAY EXERCISE
Introduction
The assessment center is a methodology used to assess participants’ job relevant
behavioral skills (i.e., dimensions) across a range of job relevant situational demands
(i.e., exercises). Over the past 30 years, researchers in the applied psychology literature
have consistently found that the variance in participants’ assessment center ratings is
largely due to exercise-based factors (Bowler & Woehr, 2006; Hoffman, Melchers, Blair,
Kleinmann, & Ladd, 2011; Lance, Lambert, Gewin, Lievens, & Conway, 2004; Sackett
& Dreher, 1982). Despite the fact exercise effects are a large component of the variance
of assessment center ratings, empirical research on factors underling the exercise effect
remains relatively scarce (Howard, 2008). Exercises have been referred to as a
“blackbox” (Lievens, Tett, & Schliecher, 2009) as the effect of situational demands
within exercises on participants’ behavior is not well understood (Brummel, Rupp, &
Spain, 2009). If the effects of situational demands within exercise were better understood,
then it should be possible to design exercises to more directly cue candidates to elicit
more job relevant behaviors, which in turn should increase the criterion-related validity
of exercise ratings (Lievens, Tett, & Schliecher, 2009).
In order to shine a light into the black box to investigate exercise design, the
current study focuses on one common assessment center exercise – the role play (Krause
& Thornton, 2008). The role play is a one-on-one behavioral simulation where the
6
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participant interacts with a simulated role player. One design feature that could account
for variance between role play exercises is the role players’ portrayed disposition
(Lievens et al., 2009). Portrayed disposition is the personality of the role player’s
character behaviorally manifested through various trait-relevant actions, emotional
expressions, and nonverbal and verbal communication behaviors. Best practice assumes
that designing the role player to portray a particular disposition will cause participants to
elicit particular components of job relevant behaviors (Thornton & Mueller-Hanson,
2004). For example, it is believed that an argumentative portrayed disposition might
evoke participants to demonstrate one aspect of interpersonal skills (e.g., conflict
management skills), or a lazy and listless portrayed disposition might evoke participants
to demonstrate other interpersonal skills (e.g., coaching and motivational skills).
Schollaert and Lievens (2011; 2012) are the only two studies that have directly
investigated the effect of role player on ratings of participants’ behavior. These studies
found that participants elicited more job relevant behaviors (i.e., interpersonal skill,
planning and organizing, problem solving) when they took part in a role play with a role
player who consistently made job relevant statements (one aspect of a portrayed
disposition) than participants who interacted with a role player who made job relevant
statements less frequently. These findings suggest that the portrayed disposition of role
players is a salient situational demand within the role play, and can account for betweenexercise variance for participants’ behavior along broad dimensions. However, it has yet
to be tested whether designed between-exercise differences of portrayed disposition can
account for the variance of participants’ behavior of more specific dimensions, as is
assumed by best practice. Furthermore, the research literature has no empirical evidence
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to answer whether portrayed disposition of the role player moderates the relationship
between particular interpersonal skill behaviors observed and relevant interpersonal
outcomes within the exercise.
To investigate this question, this study investigates participants’ interpersonal
skills behavior and performance in role plays conducted in a veterinary medicine context.
Role plays in health professional contexts (i.e., objective structured clinical examinations
– OSCE) are similar to the common managerial role plays found in the assessment center
literature (see Vu & Barrows, 1994 for a review of health professional role plays).
Importantly, both require the participant to interact with a simulated role player, and both
often assess participants’ interpersonal skills. The main distinction between the two types
of role plays, is that in health professional contexts the role play is designed to simulate
the same interpersonal task (i.e., conduct a medical interview of a client/patient7),
whereas in typical assessment center contexts the role play is designed to simulate one of
a range of interpersonal tasks (e.g., coaching a direct report, sales meeting with a
customer, strategy presentation to management, etc.).
Drawing on role play practices in the education literature could help address gaps
in our understanding of the exercise effect in assessment centers (Putka, 2011). The
education literature includes a large amount of studies on the role play (Patricio et al.,
2009), which are not reported in the assessment center literature. Since participants are
typically required to complete several role play exercises as part of the assessment
procedure in health contexts (Vu & Barrows, 1994), there have been a number of studies
7

The role plays are typically designed to differ by client/patient medical issue. In the
medical literature the term is patient. In the veterinary literature the term is client, as the
direct recipient of health care from veterinarians are animals. To be parsimonious, I will
use the term client as inclusive of both patient and client.
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that have investigated the between exercise reliability and validity of ratings across role
play exercises (e.g., Cohen, Colliver, Robbs, & Swartz, 1997; Guiton, Hodgson,
Delandshere, & Wilkerson, 2004; Hodges, Turnball, Cohen, Bienenstock, & Norman,
1996). These studies have consistently found that participants’ interpersonal skill
behaviors varied considerably between role plays. Since the interpersonal task was
consistent across role plays (i.e., conducting a medical interview), these findings suggest
that the actions and behaviors of the role player may have contributed to participants’
exercise-specific behavior (Boulet, McKinley, Whelan, & Hambleton, 2003; Hodges et
al., 1996). Thus, by holding task consistent across role plays, role plays in the health
professional context provide an ideal set of exercises to investigate whether different
portrayed dispositions affect participants’ behavioral frequency of particular interpersonal
skills and whether role player portrayed disposition affects the relationship between
particular interpersonal behaviors and interpersonal performance outcomes.
In order to empirically test the effect of the portrayed disposition on participants’
interpersonal behavior and performance, we draw upon the person-situation conceptual
frameworks of trait activation theory (Tett & Burnett, 2003; Lievens et al., 2009) and
interpersonal theory (Horowitz & Strack, 2011; Sullivan, 1953). Trait activation theory
provides some insights for how role player disposition might affect participants’
interpersonal skill usage, and how the relationship between participants’ interpersonal
skill and performance may be moderated by role player disposition. Previous studies have
applied trait activation theory to explain between-exercise variance in participants’
behavior (Haaland & Christiansen, 2002; Lievens, Chasteen, Day, & Christiansen, 2006;
Schollaert & Lievens, 2012). However, trait activation theory is not specific to
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interpersonal interactions. As a result, we also drew upon interpersonal theory, which
provides a more interpersonally-specific framework for predicting how role players’
interpersonal disposition might affect participants’ interpersonal behaviors and skill
usage. Thus, the current study aimed to test the utility of both theories for accounting for
variance in role play ratings due to exercise design.
Interpersonal Theory
Interpersonal theory (Sullivan, 1953; Horowitz & Strack, 2011) provides a
framework for understanding how the portrayed disposition of role players can affect the
behaviors of a participant within a role play exercise. Interpersonal theory posits that all
interpersonal interactions can be largely understood through two dimensions: affiliation
and control (Kiesler & Auerbach, 2003). Affiliation is a tendency to be caring, friendly,
and warm, and build meaningful connections with others. It spans from low affiliation
(i.e., cold, disagreeable) to high affiliation (i.e., agreeable, warm). In contrast, control is a
tendency to act autonomously, take charge, and lead others. It spans from low control
(i.e., following, submissive) to high control (i.e., dominant, leading). When individuals
interact with each other, they continually adjust for two critical relationship issues: how
agreeable or disagreeable they will be with each other, and how much they will control
the interaction with the other individual(s). Several empirical studies have found that
affiliation and control provide the content and organization to meaningfully measure the
full range of interpersonal behavior (Markey, Funder, & Ozer, 2003; Moskowitz, 1994)
and personality traits (Costa & McCrae, 2011; Wiggins, 1979).
For the purposes of the current study, the real advantage to drawing upon
interpersonal theory is that the framework can also be used to conceptualize interpersonal
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situations (Fourneir, Moskowitz, & Zurhoff, 2008; Kiesler & Auerbach, 2003).
Interpersonal theory proposes that the behavior from one individual invites the other
individual to respond with a complementary class of behaviors (Tracey, 1994). For
affiliation, complementarity operates through correspondence (i.e., high affiliation
behaviors from one individual elicits high affiliation behaviors from the other individual,
or low affiliation behaviors from one individual elicits low affiliation behaviors from the
other individual); and for control, complementarity operates through reciprocity (i.e.,
high control behaviors from one individual elicits low control behaviors from the other
individual, or low control behaviors from one individual elicits high control behaviors
from the other individual). These complimentary behavioral patterns have been generally
supported in numerous empirical studies (Fournier et al., 2008; Kiesler & Auerbach,
2003; Sadler & Woody, 2003; Tracey, 1994; 2004; however, see Orford, 1986).
The aim of the current study was to design role player exercises so that the role
player’s portrayed disposition has two distinct interpersonal characteristics. In current AC
practice, the role player is given specific information about their character’s disposition
so that they can act consistently across participants (Thornton & Mueller-Hanson, 2004,
also see International Task Force on Assessment Center Guidelines, 2009). For the
current study, role player portrayed disposition was designed with specific information
that would clearly distinguish the character’s disposition as being either low or high on
affiliation, and low or high on control. Thus, role play exercises can be differentiated
along two dimensions: affiliation and control. It was predicted that participants’ behavior
patterns within a given exercise would be consistent with the rules of complementarity.
Therefore, the following hypotheses were proposed:
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H1a:

Participants will demonstrate more affiliation behavior in exercises
with a high affiliation portrayed disposition than in exercises with a low
affiliation portrayed disposition.

H1b:

Participants will demonstrate less control behaviors in exercises with
a high control role player than in exercises with a low control portrayed
disposition.

For role play exercises participants are more frequently assessed for job relevant
dimensions, rather than behavioral dispositions. Interpersonal skill is one of the most
common dimensions assessed in role plays found in assessment centers (Thornton &
Mueller-Hanson, 2004) and health professional assessment contexts (Duffy et al., 2004;
Makoul et al., 2001). A recent qualitative review of over 50 different interpersonal skill
models and taxonomies found that interpersonal skill can be organized by two distinct
facets: communication and relationship building (Klein, DeRouin, & Salas, 2006).
Communication is a facet that includes behaviors related to active listening, oral
communication, written communication, assertive communication, and nonverbal
communication. Relationship building is a facet that includes behaviors related to
cooperation and coordination, building trust, demonstrating intercultural sensitivity,
demonstrating a service orientation, effective self-presentation, social influence, and
conflict resolution and negotiation.
Affiliation and control can be used as a framework to predict the use of
communication and relationship building behaviors. More specifically, affiliation can be
used to predict relationship building behaviors. In a health professional context,
relationship building behaviors include expressing empathy, praise, support, and
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understanding towards the client (Duffy et al., 2004; Makoul et al., 2001; Silverman,
Kurtz, & Draper, 2005). In parallel, role play behaviors from interpersonal theory include
complimenting or praising the other, and expressing affection with words or gestures
(Moskowitz, 1994). Therefore there is clear content overlap between relationship
building and affiliation.
Control can be used to predict communication skill behaviors. In a health
professional context, communication skill behaviors include using effective questioning
to direct the client to share his/her perspective, clearly and concisely describing the nature
of the client’s issues, and clearly and concisely describing possible action plans to
address the client’s issues (Duffy et al., 2004; Makoul et al., 2001; Silverman, Kurtz, &
Draper, 2005). In parallel, high control behaviors from interpersonal theory include
giving information, making suggestions, taking the lead in planning and organizing, and
trying to get the other to do something (Moskowitz, 1994). Since there is a conceptual
overlap between interpersonal skills and affiliation and control, it was predicted that the
rules of complementarity would extend to the use of interpersonal skill behaviors.
Trait Activation Theory
Trait activation theory provides an alternative framework for understanding the
potential effects of situational demands on work behavior. Whereas complementarity
conceptualizes a fairly specific set of relationships between interaction partners, trait
activation theory conceptualizes social demands primarily as job demands. Job demands
are situational demands that present participants with an opportunity to demonstrate skills
that are relevant to performance outcomes (Tett & Burnett, 2003). Thus, a portion of the
variance of individuals’ use of work behavior is expected to be due to the relevance of the
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work behaviors to situational features that are representative of performance outcomes.
Whereas complementarity is an interactionist framework that predicts interpersonal
behavior within typical interpersonal relationships, trait-activation theory is an
interactionist framework that predicts behavior within the context of the participants’
role.
For the role of a health professional conducting a medical interview with a client,
there are three performance outcomes that are of most importance: 1) the client has more
opportunity to share their perspective; 2) the client better understands and is motivated to
follow the action plan; and 3) the client feels supported and feels a stronger rapport with
the health practitioner (Silverman et al., 2005). These performance outcomes are likely
more relevant to some portrayed dispositions. For affiliation, a low affiliation portrayed
disposition presents a greater opportunity and a stronger situational cue to improve
rapport than a high affiliation portrayed disposition. For control, a high control portrayed
disposition who directs the conversation towards less relevant information to the medical
interview, presents a greater opportunity to have the client discuss issues relevant to their
perspective. Thus, following the conceptual frameworks of interpersonal theory and trait
activation theory we proposed two competing hypotheses for the effect of portrayed
disposition on participants’ relationship building and communication skill behavior.
Thus, the following two non-directional hypotheses were proposed:
H2a:

There will be a significant difference in the frequency of participants’
usage of relationship building behavior between exercises with a low
affiliation portrayed disposition and exercises with a high affiliation
portrayed disposition.
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H2b:

There will be a significant difference in the frequency of participants’
usage of communication skill behavior between exercises with a high
control portrayed disposition and in exercises with a low control portrayed
disposition.

In addition to the main effect of behavior on performance, trait activation theory
also hypothesizes that the relationship between work behavior and job performance is
moderated by situational demands. According to trait activation theory, job demands act
as a reference point to make certain work behaviors more valued than other work
behaviors (Tett & Burnett, 2003). For social job demands that more strongly cue an
opportunity to improve a performance outcome, work behaviors will be more valued the
more that they are a better fit to achieve the performance outcomes within the context of
the social interaction. Thus, a role player’s portrayed disposition, as a social job demand,
should make particular work behaviors more valued, and moderate the relationship
between behavior and performance in role play exercises.
In general, medical care clients are more satisfied and have more positive health
outcomes with their practitioner when their practitioner is more affiliative (Kiesler &
Auerbach, 2003). However, a low affiliative portrayed disposition signals that there is a
greater need to build rapport, motivate the client, and understand the client’s perspective,
than for a high affiliative portrayed disposition. Thus, we expected that participants’
affiliative and relationship building behavior would be more valued in low affiliation role
plays than high affiliation role plays. This led to the following set of hypotheses related to
participants’ affiliative and relationship building behavior.
H3a:

There will be a positive relationship between participant affiliation
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behavior and performance.
H3b:

The positive relationship between participant affiliation behavior
and performance will be significantly greater in exercises with a
low affiliative portrayed disposition than exercises with a high affiliative
portrayed disposition.

H3c:

There will be a positive relationship between participant relationship
building behavior and performance.

H3d:

The positive relationship between participant relationship building
behavior and performance will be significantly greater in exercises
with a low affiliative portrayed disposition than exercises with a high
affiliative portrayed disposition.

As reviewed by Kiesler and Auerbach (2003), there are mixed findings for the
relationship between health practitioners’ control behavior and client outcomes, which
may be indicative of a moderation effect for client disposition on the relationship
between practitioner control and performance outcomes. Following the trait activation
framework, a high control portrayed disposition signals that there is a greater need to
direct the conversation towards issues related to the clients’ perspective on relevant issues
to the medical issue. Thus, we expected that participants’ control and communication
skill behavior would be more valued in high control role plays than low control role
plays. This led to the following set of hypotheses related to participants’ control and
communication skill behavior.
H4a:

There will be a positive relationship between participant control
behavior and performance.
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H4b:

The positive relationship between participant control behavior
and performance will be significantly greater in exercises with a high
control portrayed disposition than exercises with a low control portrayed
disposition.

H4c:

There will be a positive relationship between participant communication
skill behavior and performance.

H4d:

The positive relationship between participant communication
behavior and performance will be significantly greater in exercises
with high control portrayed disposition than exercises with a low control
portrayed disposition.
Methodology8

Participants
The study’s sample was from a single cohort of 117 first year students in the
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine program at a Canadian veterinary school. The cohort was
required to perform in two video-recorded role play exercises as part of their program’s
curriculum requirement for developing students’ interpersonal skills. Prior to performing
in the role plays, 107 of the students consented to release their data from their role play
exercises for the purposes of this study. Of these participants, 85 (79.4%) were female,
and their average age of all participants was 23.6 years. As students in a veterinary
medicine program, participants were highly motivated to perform well in the exercises.

8

See Appendix A – Dissertation Proposal, for a more detailed description of the study’s
methodology.
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Role Play Exercises
The role plays were designed to provide students with an opportunity to practice
their interpersonal skills within a health professional context. Therefore, all role plays
were designed to be simulated veterinary interviews with a role player as a simulated
client. Furthermore, to facilitate participants’ development, each exercise included not
only a participant and a role player, but a coach and a participant observer. A total of
eight role play exercises were implemented over a three-week period. All role plays were
video-recorded. No animals were physically present in any of the role play exercises.
Participants were assigned to dyads that were scheduled to take part in four of the
eight role play exercises. In two of these exercises, one dyad member performed in the
role play as the veterinarian assistant, and the other participant was the observer. For the
other two exercises, the roles of the dyad members were reversed. Thus, for the purposes
of the study participants performed in two role play exercises. Participants’ assignments
to particular role play conditions was random. Since participants can learn from
observing and participating in exercises (Halman & Fletcher, 2000), we controlled for
whether participants in a particular exercise had previously participated or observed a
previous exercise. Prior to performing in the role play, participants received a one-page
outline of their exercise. The outline included a brief overview of the student’s role (e.g.,
veterinary assistant conducting a pre-appointment interview with a client) and the
purpose of their interaction with the role player (e.g., gather information, build rapport) 9.

9

Prior to participating in the role play, students attended over 20 hours of lectures on
interpersonal skills. These lectures included an overview of interpersonal skills, a
discussion of important goals for a medical interview, and an overview of the role play
exercise process – including opportunities for practice.
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The role players were former veterinary practitioners, local actors, or individuals
with prior experience as role players in health professional role plays. Each role player
was recruited to be the sole role player for one of the eight exercises. In one exercise, two
role players were assigned to play the role of a couple. All other role plays were designed
to be one-on-one interactions between the role player and the participant. In all eight
exercises, the role players portrayed characters who were clients for veterinary services.
Coaches were either current or former veterinary practitioners. The coach had
three duties during the role play. First, during the initial five-minutes of each station, and
prior to the arrival of the role player, the coach clarified the process for the exercise and
asked the participant to reflect on their objectives for the interaction. Second, while the
participant was performing in the role play the coach was available to consult with the
participant during a “time-out”. A “time-out” temporarily paused the interaction between
the role player and the participant, in order to allow the participant an opportunity to
reflect on their performance and consider what goals and skills they should attempt when
the role play resumed. During the time-out the coach was meant to guide the participants’
reflection through questioning, and not provide directive set of instructions for what the
participant should do next. Either the coach or the participant could use the time-out.
Third, at the end of the interaction the coach provided feedback to the participant about
their performance. All coaches attended a one-day training workshop, which outlined
effective coaching strategies and gave coaches a chance to practice coaching role plays.
Role Player Instructions
The role play exercises were initially developed by Adams and Ladner (2004).
For the current study, the exercises were refined so that the role players would portray
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their character with behaviors that were consistent along the dimensions of affiliation and
control. Exercise instructions were used to reinforce the personality of the role player’s
character both at the beginning of the role play and as the role play progressed. For the
beginning of the role play, the exercise instructions described the role player’s character’s
personality, initial thoughts and feelings, initial actions and nonverbal communications,
and an initial statement for the role player to use to begin the interaction with the
participant10. For the progression of the role play, details of the character’s underlying
thoughts and feelings – and corresponding behavioral responses – were described. All
role players met individually for 90-minutes with the station developers to discuss the
details of the case and to practice portraying their character.
Assessors
The behavior and interpersonal skills of the role players and participants were
assessed from the video-recordings of the role plays. Eleven undergraduate psychology
students served as assessors. All assessors participated in 24 hours of training over a
three-week period11. Assessor training included an overview of the particular rating
measure the assessor would be using, reviewing transcripts of interviews, and conducting
calibration ratings with 6 – 10 training videos. At the end of the training period, intraclass correlation was satisfactory for all rating measures ( greater than .70).
To reduce common method variance, assessors only completed one measure for
each video. Specifically, seven assessors rated affiliation and control. For each video
these assessors only rated the behaviors of the role player or the participant. Another four
10

See Appendix A for examples of instructions for the role player’s portrayed
disposition.
11
See Appendix B – C for Outline of Training Schedules for MPCC and
Affiliation/Control Interpersonal Behaviors respectively.
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assessors rated participants’ interpersonal skills. These assessors observed the videos in
pairs. After watching each video and completing an independent rating, the two assessors
discussed their ratings and created a consensus rating that addressed any differences
between the individual ratings.
Measures
Interpersonal behaviors. A measure and process were developed for assessors to
evaluate the interpersonal behavior of the role player or the participant for every 10
seconds of the exercise. This process is consistent with previous studies that have
assessed complementarity of interpersonal behavior at a moment-by-moment level (e.g.,
Sadler, Ethier, Gunn, Duong, & Woody, 2009; Tracey, 1994; 2004). After every 10
seconds assessors paused the video and rated the participant or the role player on two
scales: 1) affiliation and 2) control. Each scale was represented by a Likert-scale that
ranges from 1 (low) to 9 (high)12. Each participant and client was rated by a minimum of
two assessors. The intra-class correlations (ICC) between two raters independent ratings
ranged from .75 to .90. Therefore ratings from all assessors were averaged.
Interpersonal skills. The measure of patient-centered communication (MPCC;
Brown, Stewart, & Ryan, 2001) was adapted as a rating tool to assess the interpersonal
skills of relationship building and communication. The MPCC has been found to have
strong inter-rater reliability (between .80 and .83) and to be strongly related (r = .85) to
global scores of physicians interpersonal skills (Brown et al., 2001; Stewart, Brown, &
Donner, 2000). The utility of the MPCC is that it assesses both the communication
content (i.e., what is said) and interpersonal skills (i.e., the process of how the interaction
12

See Appendix D and E for an example of the behaviors coded for affiliation and
control and an example of the rating measure.
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takes place) of the veterinary-client dialogue (Noguira, Borden, Adams, Bonnett, Shaw,
& Ribble, 2010). As a result, it is possible to measure the frequency of interpersonal
skills, while accounting for redundancy (i.e., questioning and validation used again-andagain for the same client issues) and relevance (i.e., questioning and validation used to
explore issues relevant to the client and details of the case).
The MPCC rating measure and process assessed communication content by
having assessors categorize the specific statements or actions made by the client or the
veterinarian into one of several content areas13. The two MPCC content categories rated
for this study were: medical (i.e., clinical signs or reason for visit), and person-based
(i.e., the client’s feelings, ideas and expectations for the visit, and the background context
of the client’s home, family, and work life)14. Pilot testing was used to identify separate
lines of medical and person-based content inquiry for each case. This allowed assessors
to categorize parts of the participant and role players’ conversation into standardized
medical or person-based lines of inquiry.
The MPCC rating process assessed the frequency that the participants used certain
interpersonal skills for each communication content statement that is categorized. For
communication skill behavior, raters coded participants’ use of preliminary exploration,
which was a verbal and nonverbal communication response to encourage the role player
to elaborate on discussing a particular issue, feeling, or idea15. Raters also coded whether
the participant followed-up with a subsequent question (i.e., further elaboration), which

13

See Appendix F for an example rating measure for one of the role play exercises.
See Appendix G for a summary of the MPCC content categories with definitions and
examples of statements.
15
See Appendix H for a summary of the MPCC coding for communication skill and
relationship building with definitions and examples of statements.
14
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prompted the role player to discuss a particular issue in more detail. For each particular
line of inquiry, a score of 1 indicated that the participant used communication skill
behaviors at least twice, as score of 0.5 indicated that the participant used a
communication skill behavior once, and a score of 0 indicated the participant did not use
any communication skill behaviors. For relationship building, two behaviors were coded:
rapport validation (i.e., praise, support, and warmth), and perspective validation (i.e.,
expressions of empathy and understanding towards a client). For each line of inquiry
discussed in the video, the assessors coded a score of 1 if the participant used both types
of relationship building behaviors, a score of 0.5 if the participant used one of the two
relationship building behaviors, and a score of 0 if the participant did not use any
relationship building behaviors. The overall ratings of communication and relationship
building behavior were calculated by taking the mean score of all ratings across all lines
of inquiry discussed in the video. Therefore, participants’ communication and
relationship building scores ranged from 0 to 1.16
Performance outcomes. Participants’ performance outcome was assessed by the
role player immediately after the role play17. The measure evaluated role players’
perceptions of the participants’ success at achieving the three performance outcomes for a
medical interview. A 13-item scale was developed that included items that were relevant
to each of the three goals: 1) their understanding of any action plan from the interview,
e.g., “I understood the participant’s definition of the problem”; 2) their perception of
whether they were able to communicate their issues effectively with the student, e.g., “I
16

Though ratings generated from the consensus discussion were used in the final
analyses, the intra-class correlation between assessors’ independent ratings were .82 and
.77 for communication skill and relationship building behaviors respectively.
17
See Appendix I for the Role Play Performance Outcome Rating Measure.
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was able to discuss all my relevant thoughts, feelings, and ideas about my situation”; and
3) their perception of whether the participant developed rapport with them, e.g., “I feel
the participant cares about me as a person”. The role player rated each item on a 9-point
Likert scale (1 = disagree, 9 = agree). The internal consistency of the 13-item measure
was σ = .92.
Control measures18. General demographic information collected from participants
were as follows: age, gender, years of general work experience and years of work
experience with animals, and perceived knowledge with small-animal and food-animal
veterinary practice19. The duration of the interaction was measured in minutes as another
possible control (i.e., time), and whether the participant had previous practice or
observational experience with the current role plays (i.e., video order). To verify whether
any systematic variance in participants’ behavior and performance was due to patterns in
coach’s involvement, one of the video coders reviewed all videos to observe coaching
activities, the number of time-outs for each video was also used as a control.
Manipulation Check of Role Plays
Cases were designed to ensure that the role player’s portrayed disposition was
either high or low for the affiliative and control portrayed disposition conditions. The
mean levels of role players’ affiliation and control behaviors for each of the 10-second
interval ratings were analyzed to verify whether the role player manipulation was
successful. Table 1 presents means, standard deviations, t-values, and effect sizes for role

18

Personality and cognitive ability measures were also collected from 78 and 75
participants respectively. Since these measures were not collected for all students, they
were not included in the HP manuscript.
19
See Appendix J for Participant Demographic Questionnaire, with Informed Consent,
Debrief, Personality Test Items, and Social Skill Test Items.
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player behavior conditions broken down by role player condition and exercise. One-way
between measures ANOVA found that there were significant differences between
exercises for the affiliation condition, F (1,181) = 80.66, p<.001, and the control
portrayed disposition condition, F(1, 181) = 233.27, p<.001. Follow-up one-sample
t-tests were conducted for each of the eight exercises to test whether the role player’s
mean affiliation and control behaviors were significantly different than a neutral rating
(i.e., 5). For the exercises that were consistent with the experimental design, paired t-tests
were calculated and large absolute effect sizes were found that ranged from 1.18 to 7.80.
Exercise 2 (low control) was not included in hypotheses tests related to control and
Exercises 3 (high affiliation) and 5 (low affiliation) were not included in hypotheses tests
related to affiliation since the manipulation test was not supported for the exercises in
these specific role player conditions. With these exercises removed from their respective
hypotheses, the manipulation check was satisfied.
Anecdotal observations provide some possible explanations why the
manipulations may not have worked in three of the exercises. For Exercise 2 and 5, the
role players’ real life personalities appeared to be different than their portrayed
disposition for the exercise. Therefore, the role player’s actual personality tended to be
demonstrated during the exercises, which led to an inconsistently portrayed character. For
Exercise 3, the medical issue was euthanasia. Given the emotional challenges of
euthanasia, the role player was not able to consistently demonstrate many affiliative
behaviors.
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Table 1. Means, standard deviations, simple effects, and effect sizes of the mean level of
affiliation and control demonstrated by role players by exercise conditions.
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Results
From the total of 214 exercises performed by participants, 184 of these exercises
were analyzed in this study. Not all exercises were analyzed, since there were technical
problems in videotaping 25 exercises, and ratings were incomplete for 6 exercises. As a
result, the data in this study was from 81 participants who completed two exercises and
22 participants who completed one exercise20.
Table 2 present the means, standard deviations, and correlations of study
variables. In addition, within participant correlations across videos are displayed in
brackets for participants who completed two exercises. There were strong positive
correlations between the two exercises completed by the same participant for control (r =
.61, p<.001) and affiliation behaviors (r = .39, p<.001). However, correlations between
the two exercises completed by the same participant were weaker for relationship
building behaviors (r = .24, p<.01) and had no significant positive relationship for
communication skill behavior (r = -.14, p<.05) and role players’ ratings of performance (r
= -.05, ns). These latter correlations suggest that participants’ use of interpersonal skills
and participants’ performance were affected by differences between exercises21.

20

I followed the steps for cleaning data recommended by Tabachnick & Fidell (2001).
Data was analyzed for missing data, skewness, kurtosis, and univariate and multivariate
outliers. A ‘cleaned’ data file was created with transformed variables and adjusted data.
Transformed variables were calculated for client affiliation, student affiliation,
communication skill behavior, relationship building beahvior, and performance to
account for high levels of skewness in the data. Eight values were adjusted to be within
3.29 SD. Analyses were conducted with both the original data file and the ‘cleaned’ data
file. No practical differences were found between files, therefore the results section
reports the results from the original data file.
21
See Appendix K and L for correlations between individual difference measures and
participant behavior and performance and for correlations between additional control
measures and participant behavior and performance.
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations of Study Variables.
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Test of Hypotheses
The current study is testing fixed-effect hypotheses. However, an analytic strategy
was needed that could account for the within person dependence of the participants who
performed in two exercises. Therefore, the data was analyzed using multivariate
hierarchical linear modeling (HLM; Bickel, 2007). HLM is a statistical procedure
developed for hierarchically nested data structures. For the current study, exercise
behavior and performance from each video were nested within student.
HLM was conducted in a stepwise manner in order to examine the unique
contribution of each set of predictors. For each HLM regression calculated for the current
study, the Null Model is the first model presented in the results table. The null model
identifies the total variance of the dependent variable that can be associated to within
participant variance (i.e., Residual) and to between participant variance (i.e., Intercept).
Each subsequent model is compared to the null model to determine the reduction in
variance that can be attributed to the subsequent model (R12). For the second step, gender,
time of interaction, the number of coaching time-outs, and video order were all entered as
control variables22. Fixed effects were calculated for each variable. Gender was the one
second-level variable, as it was the one variable that was consistent within student. All
other variables were considered as first-level variables. Portrayed disposition was dummy
coded with low affiliation [control] coded as 0 and high affiliation [control] coded as 1.

22

Gender, time of interaction, number of coaching time-outs, and video order were all
entered as control videos because they were significantly related to participant behavior
and/or performance and they were measured across all participants.
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Table 3 presents the results for the first set of hypotheses related to exercise
condition predicting participants’ affiliation and control behavior. The intra-class
correlation coefficient of the null models were large for participants’ affiliation behavior
(r = .47) and participants’ control behavior (r = .54). This indicates that there was
considerable dependence in the data and that roughly half of the variance in participants’
affiliation and control behavior was due to within-participant factors.
In relation to exercise level effects, H1a was not supported. Participants did not
demonstrate more affiliation behavior in exercises with a high affiliation role player than
in exercises with a low affiliation role player ( = -.01, p = ns). However, consistent with
H1b, participants demonstrated less control behavior in exercises with a high control role
player than in exercises with a low control role player ( = -.32, p <.05). Thus, the current
study successfully predicted some of the variance in participants’ control behavior by
accounting for role players’ directive behavior23.
Table 4 presents the results for the second set of hypotheses related to exercise
condition predicting participants’ use of interpersonal skills behavior. The intra-class
correlation coefficient of the null model was large for participants’ relationship building
behavior (r = .48), but small for participants’ communication skill behavior (r = .04).
This indicates that for relationship building behavior, a considerable proportion of the
variance could be attributed within-participants, but for communication skill behavior
only a very small proportion of the variance could be attributed within participants. Thus,
for the frequency of communication behavior, almost all of the variance was due to
exercise and error.
23

See Appendix M for HLM analyses that include affiliation and control personality
traits. Results from these analyses do not differ as it relates to support of the hypotheses.
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Table 3. Hierarchical Linear Models Predicting Participant Affiliation and Control
Behavior.
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Table 4. Hierarchical Linear Models Predicting Participant Interpersonal Skill Behavior
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The analysis found that accounting for role player condition accounted for a
reduction in error in predicting relationship building (10.3%) and communication skill
behavior (20.1%) over the control model. Consistent with trait activation theory and H2a,
participants demonstrated more relationship building behavior in exercises with a low
affiliation portrayed disposition than a high affiliation portrayed disposition ( = -.26, p <
.05). Thus, for relationship building skill, trait activation theory, and not interpersonal
theory, was predictive of participants’ behavioral frequency between the two affiliative
portrayed disposition conditions. However in relation to H2b, support was found for
interpersonal theory and not trait activation theory, as participants demonstrated less
communication skill behavior in exercises with a high control role player than in
exercises with an low control role player ( = .-16, p < .001)24.
Six-step HLM analyses were conducted to test hypotheses relating to participant
behavior predicting performance across exercise conditions. The Null Model and the
control variables were entered as the first and second step. Recommendations by Aiken
and West (1991) and Bickel (2007) were followed to test the interaction between
behavior and affiliation portrayed disposition exercise condition. Thus the grand mean
centered participant behavior (i.e., affiliation, control) and exercise portrayed disposition
condition were entered for step 3, and the interaction term was entered for step 4.
Likewise, the grand mean centered interpersonal skill behavior was entered for step 5,
followed by the interaction term for interpersonal skill behavior and exercise portrayed
disposition condition for step 6.

24

See Appendix N for HLM analyses that include affiliation and control personality
traits. Results from these analyses do not differ as it relates to support of the hypotheses.
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Table 5 presents the results for the effect of affiliation portrayed disposition
conditions and participant affiliation behavior accounting for variance in participants’
performance. The intra-class correlation coefficient of the null models was small for
performance across affiliation portrayed disposition exercises (r = .04) and at zero for
performance across control portrayed disposition exercises (r = .00). This indicates that
there was negligible dependence in the data and that the variance in participants’
affiliation and control behavior was not due to within-participant factors.
Supporting H3a, it was found that there was a significant positive main effect
between participant affiliation behavior and performance outcome ( = .76, p <.001).
However, H3b was not supported, as it was not found that participant affiliation behavior
was more positively related to performance in high affiliation portrayed disposition
exercises than in low affiliation portrayed disposition exercises ( = .09, ns). H3c was
also not supported, as there was not a significant positive main effect for relationship
building behavior and performance ( = .81, ns). However, there was a significant
interaction between relationship building behavior and portrayed disposition condition (
= -2.48, p <.05), which accounted for a 1.7% reduction in error in predicting performance
over the main effect model (Model 4)25.

25

See Appendix O for HLM analyses that include affiliation and control personality
traits. Results from these analyses do not differ as it relates to support of the hypotheses.
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Table 5. Hierarchical Linear Models Predicting Participant Performance Outcome.
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Following Aiken and West (1991), separate regression lines were plotted at two
levels of relationship building behavior: at one SD below the mean and at one SD above
the mean. The effect of relationship building behavior on performance outcome was
illustrated in Figure 1. The graph demonstrates that participants received higher
performance outcome ratings in high affiliation than in low affiliation role plays ( = .75,
p <.001). This is not surprising, as it is more challenging to build rapport with a client
who is disagreeable than a client who is agreeable. However, relationship building
behavior helped participants mitigate this challenge. As illustrated in Figure 1, a
significant positive slope for participants in low affiliation exercises ( = 2.43, t = 3.15,
p<.001), whereas the slope for participants in high affiliation exercises was not
significant ( = -.07, t = -0.08, ns). Thus hypothesis H3d was supported, as participants
who demonstrated more relationship building behavior were more likely to perform
effectively if they were in an exercise with a role player with low affiliation portrayed
disposition, but relationship building behavior had no effect on performance for
participants who interacted with role players with a high affiliation portrayed disposition.
Table 5 also presents the results for the effect of control conditions and participant
control behavior accounting for variance in participants’ performance. Hypothesis H4a
was not supported, as there was not a significant positive main effect for participant
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Figure 1. Performance outcome predicted by participant relationship building behavior as
moderated by role players’ portrayed disposition of affiliation.
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control behavior and performance ( = .15, ns). However, there was a significant
interaction between participant control behavior and performance ( = .39, p <.05), as the
interaction model (Model 3) accounted for a 2.1% reduction in error in predicting
performance outcome over the main effect model (Model 2). As illustrated in Figure 2,
there was a significant positive slope for participant control behavior and performance for
participants in the high control role play ( = .26, t = 2.15, p<.05), and a significant
negative slope for participants in the low control role play ( = -.15, t = -1.15, p=ns).
Thus hypothesis H4b was supported, as there was a more positive relationship between
participants’ control behaviors and performance when participants were in a high control
role play than when participants were in a low control role play.
In support of H4c, it was found that there was a significant positive main effect
between participant communication skill behavior and performance outcome ( = 0.96, p
<.05), as the interaction model (Model 3) accounted for a 2.3% reduction in error in
predicting performance outcome over the main effect model (Model 2). Furthermore,
there was a significant interaction between participant communication skill behavior and
performance ( = 2.74, p <.01). As illustrated in Figure 3, a significant positive slope for
participants in high control exercises ( = 2.44. t = 3.92, p<.001), whereas the slope for
participants in low control exercises was not significant ( = -.49, t = -.79, ns). Thus
hypothesis H4d was supported, as participants who demonstrated more communication
skill behavior were more likely to perform effectively if they were in an high control
portrayed disposition exercise, but communication skill behavior had no significant effect
on performance for participants who interacted with role players with a low control
portrayed disposition.
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Figure 2. Performance outcome predicted by participant control behavior as moderated
by control role player disposition.
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Figure 3. Performance outcome predicted by participant communication skill behavior as
moderated role player’s portrayed disposition of control.
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Discussion
The purpose of the current study was to test whether the portrayed disposition of
the role player affected participants’ use of interpersonal behaviors, and whether the
portrayed disposition of the role player moderated the relationship between participants’
use of interpersonal behaviors and performance outcomes. Overall, the results from this
study suggest that the portrayed disposition accounted for variance in participants’ use of
interpersonal behaviors and in the effect of these behaviors on ratings of performance
outcomes.
The present study drew upon interpersonal theory for the design of role player
behaviors in order to examine the effect of role player’s portrayed disposition on
participants’ behavior and the relationship between behavior and performance outcomes
across role plays. It was found that there was considerable variance in the usage of
interpersonal skill behavior for participants who completed two exercises. The frequency
of their relationship building behavior across the two exercises was small (r = .24, p
<.05), and there was actually a negative relationship between the frequency in their
communication skill behavior across exercises (r = -.14, p <.05). However, accounting
for role player’s portrayed disposition as a situational demand significantly decreased the
variance in the error of participants’ usage of control, communication, and relationship
building behaviors. These results are consistent with recent findings from Lievens and
Schollaert (2012) who found that a role player’s more consistent use of particular
behavior-relevant statements (i.e., prompts) led to the increased observability of relevant
behaviors. The current study extends these findings by demonstrating that the underlying
disposition portrayed by the role player, manifested through nonverbal communication,
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emotional reactions, and statements, can be incorporated into a role play to create a
relatively strong situational demand. In turn, this demand affects the frequency that
participants demonstrate the behaviors that were most relevant to the assessment purpose
for the particular role play. These findings suggest that affiliation and control portrayed
dispositions were both distinct and meaningful social demands in the current role plays.
Interpersonal theory and trait activation theory were used to guide competing
predictions for how portrayed disposition would lead to differences in participants’ usage
of communication and relationship building skills. Interestingly, each theory was
supported for one of the behaviors, which in turns means a lack of support was found for
each theory for the other behavior. Specifically, trait activation theory was supported for
relationship building behavior, as participants demonstrated more relationship building
behavior in exercises with a low affiliative portrayed disposition than exercises with a
high affiliative portrayed disposition; and interpersonal theory’s rule of complementarity
was supported for communication skill behavior, as participants demonstrated more
communication skill behavior in exercises with a low control portrayed disposition than
exercises with a high control portrayed disposition. It is worth exploring particular
aspects of the role play conditions to provide possible explanations for these findings.
First, affiliation and relationship building are discussed.
According to interpersonal theory, low affiliative behavior is more likely to be
demonstrated in response to another individuals’ low affiliative behavior because it
creates less anxiety. Specifically, a low affiliative individual feels anxiety when his or her
interaction partner responds with friendliness and warmth because it indicates to the low
affiliative individual that the interaction partner does not respect his or her desires for
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distance in the relationship (Tiedens, Chow, & Unzueta, 2007). However, relationship
building skills, such as expressing an interest in the other person’s opinion, empathizing
and acting non-judgmentally towards an individual’s quarrelsome, are highly skilled
behaviors that can often overcome low affiliation (Klein et al., 2006). As a result,
participants’ generally perceived a need to demonstrate more relationship building
behavior when interacting with a role player in a context in which it was desirable for
them to build a relationship with the client. Thus, relationship building skills were used
by participants as an alternative to demonstrating low affiliation behavior in response to
low affiliation role players.
Trait activation theory provides insight for participants’ use of affiliation and
relationship building behavior. The role plays simulated a work setting, in which
participants’ assumed the role of a veterinarian who has a performance objective to build
rapport with their client in order to ensure the client can provide quality care to their
animal. Thus, the low affiliation role player appears to have been a relatively strong
social demand for behaviors that could overcome the role players’ initial disposition of
disagreeableness and indifference. Furthermore, participants not only increased the
frequency of relationship building skills when relevant to the demands of a role player’s
personality, but the effectiveness of these behaviors was greater in the more relevant role
play conditions. These findings are consistent with trait activation theory, as they support
that when individuals are in a work context with strong and relevant goals for relationship
building, then individuals will be more likely to demonstrate highly skilled relationship
building behaviors and these behaviors will lead to valued outcomes.
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Trait activation theory was also supported for some relationships with
participants’ control and communication behavior. When interacting with a high control
role player who directs the conversation away from a discussion of relevant issues for
understanding their perspective (e.g., going into great detail about a recent vacation,
overemphasizing small details), control and communication behavior should be effective
at guiding the role player to discuss more relevant issues. Consistent with trait activation
theory both control and communication skills were more strongly related to participants’
performance in high control portrayed disposition role plays than low control portrayed
disposition role plays. However, participants’ demonstrated the valued behaviors less
frequently in the role play conditions where they were most valued.
Participants’ less frequent use of control and communication skill behavior in role
plays with high control portrayed disposition may be due to other situational demands
within the role play. According to trait activation theory, participants are more likely to
demonstrate behaviors when situational demands are strong and relevant. Furthermore,
according to interpersonal theory, individuals are more likely to respond with low control
when interacting with a high control individual because it leads to a more functional
relationship goal. Thus, participants’ use of control and communication skill behavior
may be because for the current study, the goal to build a relationship was stronger than
the goal to have the role player discuss relevant perspectives and the goal to build a
shared action plan.
For the current study, the role plays were designed to place less emphasis on
medical issues than would be typically found in a veterinary interview. This is because
participants often did not have the medical knowledge to build action plans relevant to
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the role play. As a result, participants were instructed to focus their interview on
gathering information and building a relationship. In less than 30% of videos did
participants attempt to build an action plan. Gathering information is a task that can be
achieved without a health professional actively communicating their opinion, biases and
attitudes; whereas explaining and planning is a task that gives the health professional
more opportunity to express their opinions, biases, and attitudes. It is this step in the
medical interview, where there is greater risk for the health practitioner to place less
emphasis on the goal of relationship building (Kiesler & Auerbach, 2006). Furthermore,
anecdotal evidence from participants’ comments during time outs suggest that
participants’ were often less inclined to use control and communication skill behavior
with high control role players because they were worried that it would be perceived as
disrespectful and rude. Thus, these findings may actually be consistent with trait
activation theory, as participants’ used behaviors that were appropriate for the most
relevant performance goals.
Even with careful design considerations, it was found that two of the eight
affiliation role plays and one of the eight control role plays did not pass the manipulation
check. This finding illustrates one limitation of using role plays – they are difficult to
standardize. One direction for future research to explore is whether building situational
demands through careful planning of both role player and task instructions may lead to
even stronger prediction of the variance in participant behavior and performance
outcomes. Though previous studies have found that differing task instructions across role
play exercises does not lead to variance in participant behavior (Schneider & Schmitt,
1992), in combination role player and task instructions may create a stronger situational
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demand. For example, requiring a participant to complete a competitive task (i.e.,
negotiating with low goal interdependence) with a low affiliation role player would
increase the likelihood that participants would demonstrate more low affiliation behavior.
The results of the current study suggest that more careful design of role player
portrayed disposition can account for the variance of participants’ use of particular
dimensions. For the current study it was found that the role player is a particularly strong
situational demand within an exercise, and causes participants to elicit a range of
different behavioral patterns across exercises, even when they are completing the same
task across each role play. These findings are consistent with findings in the education
and medical literatures, which have found that the variance of participants’ performance
across medical role play exercises is largely attributed to exercise (e.g., Cohen, et al.,
1997; Guiton et al., 2004; Hodges et al.,1996). Thus, these findings support best practices
that recommend using exercise design, including role player’s portrayed disposition, to
increase the likelihood that participants will demonstrate more particular job relevant
behaviors. Future research should investigate whether requiring participants to complete a
series of role plays designed with role players reflecting a range of portrayed dispositions
increases the predictive validity of assessment centers. This question would be most
interesting to explore for a sample of participants where interpersonal skills are
particularly important to success on the job (e.g., health practitioners, new-managers from
technical backgrounds, sales personnel, etc.).
Of course, it is often not desirable to have a lack of consistency in ratings across
exercises. Increasing the reliability between exercises is particularly important when
parallel versions of exercises are used for mass assessment, certification, or selection
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(Brummel et al., 2009). Our study suggests that keeping the role player’s personality
consistent across role plays, would allow for more reliable between exercise ratings.
However, since participants in the current study completed only one or two role play
exercises, future research should be conducted in which participants complete multiple
role plays in order to directly test whether controlling for the portrayed personality of the
role player can increase the reliability between parallel forms of a role play.
Through discussion of some future research questions, some of the current study’s
limitations have been acknowledged. The current sample involved first-year veterinary
students, which led to design considerations that may have increased participants’ usage
of affiliation behaviors. First, participants had only conducted one or two medical
interviews prior to participating in the current role plays. Therefore, the role plays were
designed to reduce difficulty and minimize participant stress. As a result, role players
were designed to direct their low affiliation behaviors to external factors (e.g.,
disagreement with a spouse) rather than at the participant (e.g., blame the participant for
health issues). This likely led to far less disagreement than could be experienced in a role
play or in a real-life medical interview.
Other limitations should be acknowledged. First, the role play process involved
developmental interventions from coaches, which may have influenced participant
behavior and performance outcomes. In order to mitigate any such effect, the number of
time outs was controlled in our HLM analyses. A related limitation is that the role plays
sampled in the current study were developmental role plays. Therefore, the findings from
the current study may not generalize to assessment contexts, where candidates may be
more motivated to perform at a maximum level. Another limitation is that the range of
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communication and relationship behaviors measured were directed towards two specific
tasks: gathering information from the client and building a relationship with the client.
Furthermore, these skills were specific to a health professional context. As such, future
research is needed to explore whether the current study’s findings are generalizable to a
broader set of performance tasks and contexts.
In conclusion, the assessment center is a highly predictive methodology because it
assesses actual job relevant behavior across a range of job relevant demands (Thornton &
Rupp, 2006). Thus, in order to design the most predictive assessment centers the
challenge for researchers and practitioners is to understand the interacting relationship
between person and situation (Lievens et al., 2009). This study sought to account for
some of this interaction by exploring the effect of the personality portrayed by the role
player on participant behavior and performance outcomes. By drawing upon interpersonal
theory and trait activation theory, this study was able to account for significant between
exercise variance in behavior and performance due to the portrayed disposition of the role
player. Thus, this study provides future guidance for developing role play exercises with
ratings that have higher content-related and construct-related validity, and potentially
ratings with more criterion-related validity.
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MANUSCRIPT 3: 26
ASSESSING THE CONSTRUCT VALIDITY OF MMI NON COGNITIVE SKILL
RATINGS AND CONDUCTING A VALIDATION OF THE MMI WITH
ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF NON COGNITIVE ABILITY
Preface
As defined in Manuscript 1, interpersonal adaptability is a function of various
interpersonal skills and interpersonal processes that occur within an interpersonal
interaction. In order to produce reliable and valid assessments of the multiple constructs
that constitute interpersonal adaptability, it is critical that the appropriate measures are
selected to assess each specific construct (Arthur, Day, McNelly, & Edens, 2003; Chan &
Schmitt, 2005; Lievens & Chan, 2010; Roberts, MacCann, Matthews, & Zeidner, 2010).
The structured interview is one assessment methodology that is believed to have
the capability to assess both interpersonal skills and interpersonal processes (Cronshaw,
Ong, Chappell, 2007). This methodology requires candidates to discuss what they would
do within a particular work situation. From the interview question and interviewer
prompting, candidates can have the opportunity to discuss specific actions they did (or
would do) in the situation, and what emotions, perceptions, and thoughts they had (or
would have) in the situation.
Can structured interview ratings produce construct valid ratings of interpersonal
skills and interpersonal processes? This question has only been indirectly addressed by
previous empirical studies. A meta-analytic study found that structured interviews
designed to assess interpersonal skills tend to have discriminant validity with measures of
26
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cognitive ability (Huffcutt, Conway, Roth, & Stone, 2001). However, a more direct
investigation of convergent and divergent validities of interpersonal constructs found that
interview questions designed to measure the same interpersonal skill (i.e., co-operation,
leadership), tend to have low convergent validity (Melchers et al., 2009). Thus, though it
is believed that the structured interview should be able to assess the two broad
dimensions of interpersonal adaptability - interpersonal skills and interpersonal processes
– this assumption may not be valid. Therefore, the purpose of Manuscript 3 is to
investigate the construct validity of a structured interview for assessing interpersonal
skills and interpersonal processes.
Introduction
The multiple mini-interview (MMI) is a recently developed interview method that
measures the non-cognitive skill of candidates to health professional schools. The MMI
consists of a series of brief and independent timed interview stations (typically 6-10) with
different raters placed within each station. This allows candidates to be assessed by
multiple raters. Within each station candidates are asked to construct a response to a
simulated situational scenario or question, and raters assess the candidates’ responses
using standardized measures. Whereas more traditional – and often less-structured –
interviews have been found to have poor reliability and validity in health professional
schools (Kreiter, Yin, Solow, Brennan, 2004; Eva, Rosenfeld, Reiter, & Norman, 2004;
Albanese, Snow, Skocheleak, Huggett, & Farrell, 2003; Edwards, Johnson, & Molidor,
1990), previous studies have found the MMI to have sufficient reliability and to be
predictive of performance in school and licensure exams (Eva et al., 2009; Hecker &
Violato, 2011; Reiter, Eva, Rosenfeld, & Norman, 2007). Though there is consistent
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evidence for the discriminant validity of MMI ratings with cognitive ability (Eva &
Reiter, 2004; Eva et al., 2009; Reiter, Eva, Rosenfeld, & Norman, 2007), much debate
remains as to what aspects of non-cognitive skill the MMI actually measures (Griffin &
Wilson, 2012).
The first purpose of the current study was to investigate the construct validity of
non-cognitive skill measures assessed through the MMI. Construct validity is a test of
whether variation in the measurement tool is due to variation in the construct(s) it is
intended to assess (Borsboom, Mellenbergh, & van Heerden, 2004; Hecker & Violato,
2009). Construct validity was assessed through two approaches. First, an internal
assessment was conducted to test whether a MMI’s ratings of the same construct are
related. Second, MMI ratings of two distinct constructs were correlated with specific
performance criteria from a communication role play, which provided an additional test
for the convergent and discriminant validity for two distinct MMI ratings.
The second purpose of the current study was to test theory to explain why the
MMI should predict candidates’ future performance. To do so, conceptual connections
were proposed between the personality traits that underlie particular non-cognitive skills
and specific performance criteria from a communications role play simulating a
practitioner/patient interview. In doing so, the current study was able to investigate
whether a MMI’s measures assessed diverse non-cognitive skill constructs that are
predictive of performance for the practitioner/patient interview27. Thus, the current study
aimed to provide a comprehensive validation of a MMI measure, by testing its
relationships within the nomological network for non-cognitive skill.
27

It should be acknowledged that for some health professionals, such as veterinarians, the
medical interview occurs with a client. The animal is the patient.
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Non-Cognitive Skills Assessed By the MMI
Non-cognitive skills can include a variety of individual differences related to
attitudes, personality traits, and motivations (Schmitt et al., 2009). It has been found that
over 80 personal qualities have been identified as non-cognitive attributes within the
medical education literature (Albanese et al., 2003). Such attributes include
communication skills, clinical and professional judgment, decision making skills, and
relationship building skills. There is some evidence to suggest that the MMI ratings are
more likely to tap non-cognitive attributes related to communication skills. Eva and
colleagues (2009) found that MMI ratings were strongly related to the students’ results on
a licensing examination for communication and ethical reasoning components of a
objective-structured clinical examination (OSCE)28 and written test, and unrelated to the
medical knowledge and problem solving components of the OSCE and written test. Thus
it appears as though MMI measures assess non-cognitive skills that are interpersonal in
nature.
Two of the more distinct interpersonal constructs that a MMI attempts to measure
are oral communication and reasoning. Oral communication is the ability to convey
verbal messages constructively; and reasoning is the ability to identify and take into
account multiple perspectives from various different stakeholders in decision making and
judgment. There is an opportunity to assess both skills across MMI stations. MMI
stations typically require participants to discuss how they would respond if faced with a
range of hypothetical situations, including: an ambiguous problem, an emotionally
challenging social interaction, and a complex moral issue. For all of these situations,
28

The OSCE is a specific type of role play exercise designed to simulate the practitionerpatient interview in health-related practice.
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raters have an opportunity to observe and rate the participant by the clarity of their
language and confidence in their conveyed verbal response (oral communication) and the
breadth and depth to which they can explore underlying issues within cases, and correctly
balance pros and cons for the situation (reasoning). Thus, though the MMI has the
potential to assess other non-cognitive skill attributes, the current study focused
exclusively on whether MMI ratings assess these two non-cognitive skills.
Many MMI have been designed to have raters assess candidates on multiple
constructs (including oral communication and reasoning) within each station, and assess
the same constructs across all stations. However, correlational analyses have found the
multiple measures to be highly correlated (Eva & Reiter, 2004; Lemay, Lockyer, Collin,
& Brownwell, 2007). As a result, overall ratings (i.e., the average rating across all
measures) are reported for the MMI instead of construct-based ratings. This limits the
interpretability of MMI ratings, as it is less clear whether MMI ratings are capturing
aspects of one dimension, the other dimension, both, or neither.
The high correlations may be due to method effects. Methods effects are
covariance between measures that are due to a shared measurement method (Brown,
2006). In the case of the MMI, each station is a different method. Thus, the within-station
ratings are likely to have covariance due to sharing the same method. Confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) is a hypothesis driven analysis that identifies whether observed ratings
converge with the latent variable (i.e., factor construct) that they were intended to
measure (Brown, 2006). CFA provides a fundamental strength over correlational analyses
because it can account for method effects. By analyzing MMI ratings with CFA, it may
be possible to find support for underlying relationships between measures and their
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constructs that were possibly obscured in past research due to method effects. Thus the
current study predicted that a CFA analysis would find support for a 2-factor model for
MMI ratings designed to assess the distinct constructs of oral communication and
reasoning.
H1:

The CFA analysis will find stronger model fit for a 2-factor
solution for MMI ratings than for a 1-factor solution.

An additional approach to investigate whether MMI ratings of oral
communication and reasoning assess the construct they intend to measure is to compare
the convergent validity to alternative measures of the construct. One alternative measure
of non-cognitive skill is performance on the communication role play. As a simulation of
the practitioner-patient interview, there are two specific patient-centered outcomes that
are relevant to a communication role play: 1) The patient’s feelings of rapport and trust
with the practitioner (i.e., effective relationship building); and, 2) The patient’s
understanding and motivation to support the action plan (i.e., effective explaining and
planning; Silverman et al., 2005).
As discussed, Eva and colleagues (2009) found MMI ratings to be related to
patient ratings on an role play. The current study intends to extend these findings to show
that MMI ratings can predict more specific patient outcomes; effective relationship
building and effective explaining and planning . Furthermore, by comparing MMI ratings
to specific performance criteria, it is possible to test whether different MMI measures
have stronger predictive relationships with the more conceptually related measures of
performance (Chan, 2005). Oral communication encompasses the ability to use verbal
and nonverbal messages to effectively guide and direct the interview. It is a non-cognitive
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skill that can help to convey respect for others (Klien, DeRouin, & Salas, 2006). Thus it
was expected that communication skills would be most strongly related to building a
relationship. Reasoning encompasses the ability to directly express an opinion and a
willingness to identify and understand multiple perspectives. Thus it was expected that
reasoning would be most strongly related to explaining and planning. As a result, we
proposed the following hypotheses.
H2a:

Oral communication will be positively related to building the
relationship.

H2b:

Reasoning will be positively related to explaining and
planning.

The second part of the current study is a validation of a MMI’s ratings by testing
the relationship of MMI measures with specific criteria from the communication role play
and an alternative measure of non-cognitive skill – personality. Personality is believed to
underlie non-cognitive skill. By testing the relationship of MMI ratings with personality,
it is possible to infer which aspects of non-cognitive skill are being measured by the
MMI. Furthermore, by investigating the relationship with personality and communication
role play performance we are able to provide additional empirical support for what
aspects of personality are related to important health professional performance outcomes.
Thus, the results from the current study can also be used to infer what underlying aspects
of non-cognitive skills the MMI should assess. .
Personality and Non-Cognitive Skill
Emotionality and extraversion are two personality traits that are most likely to be
related to health professionals interpersonal performance. People who have high
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emotionality tend to feel empathy and sentimental attachments with others; people who
are extraverted tend to feel confident when leading or addressing groups of people, enjoy
social gathering and interactions, and experience positive feelings of enthusiasm and
energy (Ashton & Lee, 2007).
Studies in health professional schools have found that emotionality and
extraversion are related to performance outcomes. For example, high sentimentality has
been found to predict clinical performance of residents (Gough, Bradley, & McDonald,
1991). Such a finding is logical because students with higher emotionality have
tendencies to empathize and understand the needs of others, which leads to more positive
interactions with patients and health teams. In addition, extraversion has been found to be
a strong predictor of grade point average for students in years when they are on practicum
and internship (Lievens, Ones, & Dilchert, 2009). Therefore, once grades include
components that require effective communication skills, gregariousness and social
confidence traits are predictive of performance.
An MMI that is intended to measure oral communication and reasoning should be
related to emotionality and extraversion. Three exploratory studies have investigated the
relationship between overall MMI ratings and personality measures (Griffin & Wilson,
2012; Jerant et al., 2012; Kulasegaram, Reiter, Wiesner, Hackett, & Norman, 2010). The
results from these studies found mixed evidence that MMI ratings were related to
agreeableness (a similar trait to emotionality, which also measures individuals’
tendencies to feel empathy with others) and extraversion and no evidence that MMI
ratings were related to conscientiousness, emotional stability, and openness. Thus, it
appears as though if MMI ratings are measuring any aspect of personality, it is of those
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traits that are more related to behaviors, thoughts, and feelings that are relevant to
effective interpersonal interactions.
One explanation for why mixed results were found for the relationship between
personality traits and MMI ratings may be because personality traits were correlated with
an overall MMI rating. When personality traits are compared to MMI ratings of specific
constructs, it is possible to draw clearer conceptual relationships that could point to where
there should be stronger empirical relationships. Based on the logic described in our
second set of hypotheses, we predicted that both oral communication and reasoning will
relate to emotionality and extraversion. Thus, we expect to find support for the following
hypotheses:
H3a:

Oral communication will be positively related to extraversion.

H3b:

Reasoning will be positively related to emotionality.
METHOD

Sample
Participants were from a single cohort of first year students in the Doctor of
Veterinary Medicine program at the Ontario Veterinary College (OVC). Prior to being
accepted into the program, students were required to take the MMI as part of the
admissions process. From an original total of 186 candidates who took the MMI, 102
candidates were admitted into the program. Sixty of these students (59%) consented to
release their MMI and communication role play results for the purposes of the study, and
volunteered to complete personality testing. The students completed the communication
role play and personality testing approximately 8 months after completing the MMI.
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Measures
MMI. The MMI consisted of eight 10-minute stations, with two raters per station
each independently rating the students on two dimensions. The eight stations were meant
to assess oral communication and reasoning for a range of issues relevant to success as a
veterinarian. These issues were ethical and moral (2 stations), interpersonal (3 stations),
intrapersonal (1 station), and professional (2 stations). At each station raters completed
two ratings on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 = unacceptable; 3 = meets expectations; 5 =
exceptional) for each of the two dimensions29. Behavioral anchored rating scales were
used for each rating from 1 to 5. Oral communication was assessed at each station using
the same rating scale across all stations. Examples of exceptional oral communication
behavior included: “natural, confident delivery and keeps engaged during the interview”,
and “excellent use of terminology within the confines of the scenario being presented”.
For reasoning, different situational issues relevant to reasoning were assessed across each
of the eight stations.
In order to capture the specific situational context of the participants’ responses,
reasoning was assessed at each station using a station-specific rating scale. The different
situational issues, along with an example of an exceptional behavior measured for the
situation, are as follows: ethical and moral, “considers the values of the general public
and the impact veterinarian’s decision has on others”; interpersonal, “makes more of an
independent effort to think of what would work from the farmer’s and the animals’
perspective”; intrapersonal, “demonstrates personal experience or observations that

29

The MMI measures continue to be used for selection purposes at OVC. Thus, it is
necessary to maintain the confidentiality of the MMI measures. As a result, full examples
of the MMI rating measures were excluded from the final version of this manuscript.
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reflect true understanding of high expectations for work ethic and responsibility and
impact on work/life balance”; and, professional “discussed how business decisions for
the clinic may affect judgment on medical decisions”. The scores for oral communication
and reasoning were summed across all eight stations to produce one mean rating for
communication and one mean rating for reasoning.
Communication Role Play. The communication role plays were initially designed
by Adams and Ladner (2004) with the consultation of practicing veterinarians. Eight
stations were designed to focus on a wide range of clinical issues and client personalities
to assess students’ use of effective oral communications. Medical and technical
knowledge requirements were minimal. Each student was randomly assigned to
participate in two of the eight stations.
The simulated patient was either a current or former veterinary practitioner or a
local actor. The simulated patient completed two 9-point Likert scale ratings (1 = low
performance, 9 = high performance) immediately after each session, which assessed the
simulated client’s perception of relevant outcomes achieved by the student during the
simulated interview30. Building the relationship was measured with a 4-item scale, which
included the item “I felt like the student cared about me as a person”. Explaining and
planning was a 3-item scale, which included the item “I felt appropriately involved in any
decision-making that took place”. Since participants completed different stations, the two
ratings within each station were converted to a T-score to account for differences in SC
ratings between stations (Howell, 2002).

30

See Appendix I for Role Play Performance Outcome Rating measure.
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Personality. Personality traits related to social confidence, gregariousness, and
empathy were measured with the HEXACO-PI-R-60 (Ashton & Lee, 2009). As reported
by Ashton and Lee, the HEXACO-PI-R 60 has been found to have a strong factor
structure and moderately high internal-consistency reliability for a personality test that
uses only 10-items to measure each trait. We measured the trait tendency for empathy
with the 10-item emotionality scale. The emotionality scale assesses individuals’
tendencies to feel empathy and sentimental attachment with others (Lee & Ashton, 2008).
In addition, the scale also assesses individuals’ tendencies to need emotional support
from others, and feel fear and anxiety to stress and danger. The 10-item extraversion
scale was used to assess participant’s gregariousness and social confidence. The
extraversion scale assesses individuals’ tendencies to feel confident and positive about
themselves when leading others, and to feel energy, enthusiasm, and enjoyment when
with others.
Analysis
Generalizability analysis was used to calculate the reliability of the MMI.
Reliability is reported as an Ep2 coefficient (Shavelson & Webb, 1991). Confirmatory
factor analysis was used to assess the factor structure using a correlated uniqueness
model, in which the error for each within-station rating was correlated with the other
within-station rating that shared the same station (e.g., Station 1 Communication error
was correlated with Station 1 Reasoning error, Station 2 Communication error was
correlated with Station 2 Reasoning error, etc.). As discussed by Brown (2006), a
correlated uniqueness model was the most appropriate model to analyze the structure of
the ratings because it is able to result in a proper solution for a data set with only two
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ratings per method (i.e., station). Single-tailed Pearson’s correlations were used to
examine the hypothesized relations between personality, social intelligence, cognitive
ability, MMI ratings, and SC ratings. Following Thorndyke (1949), direct and indirect
range restriction of the MMI was accounted for by comparing the MMI results from all
candidates who took the MMI to all students in the study. In addition, a 3-step multiple
regression was conducted post-hoc to test whether certain personality factors and social
intelligence account for any incremental variance in students’ performance in the
communication role plays over-and-above the variance accounted for by MMI ratings.
Results
Table 1 displays the results for the generalizability analysis for the MMI. The
generalizability analysis was conducted for participant (n = 186), station (n = 8), rating
item (n = 2), and rater nested within station (n=2). The relative reliability was adequate
for the two-factor MMI with a G-coefficient of 0.7331. This suggests that ratings for
students on oral communication and reasoning were generally consistent across raters and
stations. Considerably more systematic variance could be accounted for by participant by
station (14.4%) and participant by station nested within rater (22.8%) than by participant
by item (3.4%). This suggests that participants’ MMI scores varied little across oral
communications and performance overview compared to the overall variance in MMI
ratings.

31

An alternative generalizability analysis was run for a one-factor MMI and found an
adequate and better relative reliability (G = 0.80).
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Table 1. Generalizability analysis for participant, station, item, and rater
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Table 2 displays the CFA fit indices for a 1-factor and a 2-correlated-factor
correlated uniqueness model of the MMI32. The 2-factor solution had a significant Δχ2
reduction (Δχ2-35.52, p<.001) from the 1-factor solution. Furthermore, the comparative
fit index (CFI) of 0.965 and a root mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) of
0.051 all indicated that the 2-factor solution had strong model fit. Thus, as predicted by
H2, the model fit indices suggest that the 2-factor solution is more effective at explaining
the variance in MMI ratings than the 1-factor solution.
Extreme caution should be taken when interpreting these results. Though the
model fit indicators suggest that there is a conceptually viable 2-factor MMI model, the
standardized factor loadings and the correlation between the two factors suggest that the
model may be difficult to interpret. As displayed in Table 3, standardized factor loadings
ranged from .554 to .708 for oral communication, and from .322 to .584 for reasoning (all
with p <.001). The latter in particular, is generally not considered to be acceptable as the
factor for reasoning does not account for a significant portion of the variance.
Furthermore, it does not appear as though raters sufficiently differentiate between the two
oral communication and reasoning. The correlated uniqueness for ratings within the same
station range from .482 to .673, and the correlation between the factors of oral
communication and reasoning was extremely high (r = .870). Together, these results
suggest that it is hard to meaningfully interpret any difference between ratings on these
two factors.

32

See Appendix P for more detailed exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor
analysis of the MMI.
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Table 2. CFA fit indices
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Table 3. CFA analysis for the completely standardized estimates for the correlated
uniqueness model of the 2-factor MMI model.
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Table 4 displays the means, standard deviations, minimum and maximum scores,
and internal consistency reliability for ratings on the MMI, communication role plays and
personality.
Table 5 displays the correlations among the 4 facets of personality, MMI ratings,
and communication role play ratings. Our second set of hypotheses pertained to
relationships between communication role play performance and MMI rating. It was
hypothesized that oral communications would be more strongly predictive of building the
relationship (rc = .46, p <.001), reasoning was significantly positively related to
explaining and planning (rc = .43, p <.001). In addition, an overall MMI score was
correlated with a combined rating on the communication role play and it was found that
the MMI was highly predictive of overall performance on the communication role play
(rc = .58, p <.001). In relation to our third set of hypotheses, MMI oral communication
was significantly related to extraversion (r = .23, p <.05). However, the hypothesized
positive relationships between reasoning and emotionality was not supported (r = .11,
ns)33.

33

See Appendix Q for correlations for cognitive ability, social skill, and personality with
MMI and performance outcomes.
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Table 4. General Descriptives and Internal Consistency Results
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Table 5. Corrected and Uncorrected correlations between personality, MMI ratings, and
role play ratings.
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Discussion
The first purpose for the current study was to investigate the construct validity of
two distinct non-cognitive skill measures assessed through a MMI: oral communication
and reasoning. We found that the two-factor model had satisfactory reliability and strong
fit. Though the convergent validity for oral communication ratings was also acceptable,
the convergent validity for reasoning was poor. More problematic was that there was
virtually no discriminant validity between oral communication and reasoning, as the two
factors were highly related to each other in the CFA and the different within-station
rating items accounted for little of the variance in the generalizability analysis. Thus, our
results were consistent with previous studies that found between-station ratings to be
virtually indistinguishable (Eva & Reiter, 2004; Lemay et al., 2007).
The second purpose for this study was to test with the MMI measures fit within
the nomological network for non-cognitive skill. Consistent with our hypothesis, the oral
communication rating from the MMI had a significant positive relationship with
extraversion while the reasoning rating from the MMI was unrelated to extraversion.
Thus, even though the measures of oral communication and reasoning were highly
correlated, we found that for extraversion there was some discriminant validity with
reasoning. If an MMI total rating was taken with equal weight given to oral
communication and reasoning (as is common practice), we would not have found a
significant result between the overall MMI rating and extraversion. These results may
help explain the recent mixed findings between MMI ratings and extraversion. Thus,
future research investigating the relationship between the MMI and personality should
investigate relationships at the construct level. Furthermore, a-priori consideration should
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be given to content of the MMI ratings and its relationship to personality, as a MMI that
intends only to measure moral reasoning (e.g., Eva et al., 2009) may not measure
participants’ underlying extraversion.
Jerant and colleagues (2012) raised the concern that since MMI ratings are related
to broad personality traits, such as extraversion, then selecting candidates based on the
MMI may reduce the diversity in medical students personality. This should be considered
a concern if the MMI was related to personality facets that were unrelated to performance
of job relevant criteria. Any valid selection process should lead to the selection of a more
homogenous group of successful candidates from the general applicant pool, wherein the
successful applicants are homogenous only on the characteristics and quality that lead to
in-school or in-job success. However, the results from our study reinforce previous
findings (Klien, 2009; Gough et al., 1991; Lievens et al., 2009) that demonstrate that
emotionality and extraversion are related to effective explaining and planning and
relationship building when communicating with patients. Thus, we should intend for
MMI measures to be related to emotionality and extraversion, and design stations and
rating measures accordingly.
The results from our study also suggest that the MMI reasoning measure was not
related to emotionality. One explanation for this finding is that emotionality is a broad
personality trait, which measures additional individual differences beyond and
individuals’ tendency to feel empathy with others. Specifically, emotionality also
measures individuals’ tendencies to need emotional support from others, and feel fear and
anxiety to stress and danger. These trait tendencies are not directly relevant to reasoning.
We may have been able to find significant relationships between reasoning and
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personality if we assessed personality at a more narrow-level. Narrow traits are often
found to be more predictive than broad traits when there is a strong conceptual link to a
specific criterion (Rothstein & Goffin, 2006; Tett, Jackson, & Rothstein, 1991). For
example, in Gough and colleagues’ (1991) study the narrow trait of empathy was found
to be particularly predictive of anesthesiology residents’ clinical performance more than
the broader trait of agreeableness. Given that we found that emotionality was strongly
related to participants’ effectiveness in explaining and planning, it may also be that the
other narrow traits within emotionality (i.e., needing emotional support from others,
feeling anxiety and stress) also help health practitioners to explain and plan in a manner
that is more relevant to patients’ fears and anxieties34. Thus, a direction for future
research is to examine the more narrow traits within emotionality and/or agreeableness to
better understand how these tendencies are related to practitioner-patient communication
outcomes.
Another explanation for why we did not find a relationship between the MMI
reasoning measure and emotionality is that the MMI did not effectively measure students’
ability to empathize with others. The current MMI measured students’ ability to
recognize the points of views of others, but it did not measure how students’ would
express feelings of empathy towards others. One way that this could be done is to include
multiple stations that require candidates to engage more directly in an interaction. Eva
and colleagues (2004) provided an example of such a station, in which the candidate must
pick up a ‘colleague’ who has developed a fear of flying due to the September 11th
tragedy. In such a station, the candidate must engage in a direct conversation with the
34

See Appendix R for correlations with the four facets of Emotionality, physical fear,
anxiety, emotional dependence, and emotionally supportive with role play performance.
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‘candidate’, rather than simply explain how they would interact. However, such stations
could be designed to be more content relevant to ensure that the participants behaviors
observed during the MMI are more likely to transfer to health practitioner contexts
(Donnon & Paolucci, 2008). Furthermore, such an approach would require additional
rater training to ensure appropriate standardization is maintained within a dynamic
interaction. Therefore future research is needed to test whether a content-valid and high
fidelity approach can lead to more valid ratings of participants’ abilities to empathize
with patients.
Another important finding from the current study is that we found that MMI
ratings can be highly predictive of students’ future performance on criteria relevant to
communication. Our findings support and extend previous findings of criterion validity
for the MMI (Eva et al; 2009; Reiter et al., 2007) by demonstrating that the MMI is
related to two specific aspects of communication performance: building a relationship
with the patient and effectively explaining and planning with patients. Furthermore, our
findings extend the predictive validity of MMI to communication performance to a
sample outside of medical schools, by demonstrating that the MMI is predictive of
communication role play for veterinary students.
This study was limited to the test of one MMI conducted at one university in one
country. MMI are often customized to meet the selection needs of their respective
universities, and MMI are often revised within universities on a year-to-year basis.
Therefore, the results from this study may not generalize to MMI conducted at different
schools. In addition, the study had a limited sample size, with a moderate participation
rate (60%). It is possible that the sample of students who volunteered from this study may
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differ from students who did not volunteer, or with students from other universities or
medical disciplines.
In conclusion, this study provides further evidence that the MMI is highly
predictive of student performance in communication settings. Furthermore, we have
advanced further insight to the question “why the MMI is predictive?” The results from
our study suggest that researchers and practitioners are more likely to find support for the
construct validity of their MMI measures if they clearly define the aspect of noncognitive skill they are intending to assess, and test the construct validity of these
measures with other specific construct-relevant measures.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
This section draws together the key conceptual, empirical, and practical
implications from all three projects within my dissertation.
Conceptual Implications
The purpose of my dissertation was to test the validity of a functional approach to
the assessment of constructs within the interpersonal adaptability framework. The Human
Performance (HP) study took a functional approach. The assessment of interpersonal
behavior was contextualized within the situational demand of the portrayed disposition of
the role player within an interpersonal interaction. Furthermore a multidimensional
approach was taken. Participants were assessed on interpersonal behavior as well as
performance outcomes relevant to the goals of the medical interview. As a result, it was
found that variance in performance across role play exercises was a function of behavior
and situational demands. Thus, the HP study demonstrates that incorporating the
interpersonal adaptability framework increases the validity for assessment of predictors
of interpersonal performance.
The research conducted with the Ontario Veterinary College (OVC)
communication role plays attempted to assess the dynamic aspect of interpersonal
adaptability through the interpersonal adaptivity measure (see Appendix S). The measure
assessed assessors’ post exercise perceptions of whether a particular interpersonal
behavior was demonstrated with the appropriate frequency. Though this measure was
related to the participant’s performance outcomes for the interaction, it did not indicate
whether the participant responded with appropriate behaviors within the context of
particular situational demands. As an example, the rating item for the appropriateness
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“the amount of friendliness the student used” during the interaction does not account for
the situational demands that contextualized the behavior. A more functional rating item
would be “The amount of friendliness the student used in response to a hostile client” as
it assesses the behavior within the context of a particular situational demand. An
interesting direction for future research is to investigate whether the dynamic aspect of
interpersonal adaptability within a situation can be more directly assessed in role plays
when more functional rating items are used.
The HP study has implications for the application of the theory of
complementarity in practitioner-patient interactions with low affiliation patients.
Complementarity suggests that health practitioners should adapt a more directive and
paternalistic interpersonal style for the low affiliation patient, rather than the participatory
and patient-centered interpersonal style that is appropriate for the high affiliation patient
(Kiesler & Auerbach, 2006). Campbell, Auerbach, and Kiesler (2007) found that patients
reported higher satisfaction the more that there was a match between the doctor’s and the
patient’s affiliation. Thus there is some empirical support to suggest that patients with
low affiliation would be more satisfied with health practitioners who matched the
patient’s low affiliation. However, the current study found that participants who used
relationship building skills were reported to have more effective interactions by low
affiliation patients. Thus, the results the HP study suggest that health practitioners may be
able to use relationship building skills as an alternative to matching low affiliation in
order to build better relationships with low affiliation patients. Given that both health
practitioners and patients prefer more affiliation interactions (Campbell et al., 2007)
future research should be conducted to investigate whether complementarity or more
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frequent relationship building skill use is more predictive of low affiliation patient
satisfaction.
An additional key conceptual implication of my dissertation research is the
extended support for trait activation theory in understanding assessment center
performance. Recently Schollaert and Lievens (2012) found that role players who more
frequently demonstrate particular behavior-relevant statements (i.e., prompts) increase
the frequency that participants’ demonstrate relevant behaviors. The HP study extends
these findings by demonstrating that the underlying disposition of the role player,
manifested through nonverbal communication, emotional reactions, and statements, can
all be incorporated into a role play to moderate the frequency that participants
demonstrate the behaviors. Furthermore, the HP found that the role player’s portrayed
disposition moderated the relationship between behavior and performance outcomes for
control, relationship building, and communication behaviors. Together, these findings
support the utility of trait activation theory as a theoretical framework to guide future
assessment center exercise design research.
Empirical Implications
The results from the HP study provide an explanation for the large exercise (i.e.,
case) effects for participants’ performance that have been consistently observed for
communication OSCE (e.g., Cohen, Colliver, Robbs, & Swartz, 1997; Guiton, Hodgson,
Delandshere, & Wilkerson, 2004; Hodges, Turnball, Cohen, Bienenstock, & Norman,
1996). Within the medical education literature, some researchers have suggested that
participants’ between-exercise performance may be due to attributes related to the role
player (i.e., simulated patient; Boulet, McKinley, Whelan, & Hambleton, 2003; Hodges
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et al., 1996). By designing exercises to have role players portray particular dispositions
the current study was able to account for between-exercise variance in participants
behavior and performance outcomes.
The ASHE paper provided additional information about the validity of the
multiple mini interview (MMI). First, it is the first study in the literature to demonstrate
the criterion validity results for the MMI for a sample of veterinary students. These
results found that the MMI strongly predicted students’ performance in communication
role play exercises. Though the MMI is predictive, the findings from the AHSE paper
suggest that there is an opportunity to improve the measures and methodology of the
MMI so that it can produce more construct valid ratings of the full-range of non-cognitive
skill constructs that are critical to success as a health practitioner.
Practical Implications
My dissertation research was cross-disciplinary between the applied psychology
literature and the medical education literature. These two research literatures are both
concerned with issues relating to the reliability and validity of measures and
methodologies that assess and predict human performance. Furthermore, many of the
current research questions are the same, yet the research within each literature is largely
independent from the research from the other literature (Putka, 2011). As a result, there
are opportunities for each literature to learn from the other.
One methodology that has recently been developed in health professional
educational institutes is the MMI. Since the MMI process can minimize variance due to
rater (Hecker & Violato, 2011), the MMI has the potential to provide more reliable
ratings in certain organizational contexts beyond health professional education. The
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standard structured interview (i.e., the same rater(s) for each question) has been found to
be highly reliable and predictive (Schmidt & Hunter, 1998; Taylor & Small, 2002).
However, some managers and organizations do not desire to use structure in their
interview process because they want to build rapport with the interviewee, or they feel
the interview structure does not properly represent their organizational culture (Dipboye,
1997; Lievens & De Paipe, 2004). Since a lack of structure can significantly reduce the
predictive validity of interview ratings (Wiesner & Cronshaw, 1988), applied
psychologists should investigating whether MMI methodology would address and
overcome manager’s reluctance to use structured process.
Person-situation contingent conceptualizations of performance, such as trait
activation theory, have implications for admissions processes for health professionals.
First, in health education, communication is often assessed using behavioral checklists
(Cohen et al., 1997). Consistent with the findings from the HP manuscript, trait activation
theory suggests that behaviors are not equally appropriate or effective across situations.
Therefore, developers of MMI and OSCE should develop station-specific rating scales to
evaluate students relative to the critical objectives inherent within a given station (Baig,
Violato, & Crutcher, 2009; Hodges et al., 1996). By taking a more theoretical approach to
station design by incorporating person-situation conceptual frameworks in the
psychological literature (e.g., interdependence theory, interpersonal theory, trait
activation theory), will help the interpretability of using different rating scales across
stations. Second, person-situation frameworks can be used to help build more job relevant
context into admission measures. In doing so, admission practices should be able to
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assess students across a broader range of job demands, which in turn should lead to better
selection decisions.
Perhaps the biggest implication of my dissertation research is that improving the
assessment of the interpersonal adaptability of health professionals can lead to more
effective health professionals. Health professionals vary widely in the use of emotional
support and relationship building skills when interacting with patients (Roter & Hall,
2006). Health professionals with strong interpersonal skills are more likely to have
patients who can better recall their recommendations and adhere to treatment regiments
(Bell, Kravitz, Thom, Krupat, & Azari, 2002), and have improved biomedical health
outcomes (Fitzpatrick, 1991; Jackson, Chamberlin, & Kroenke, 2001). For veterinary
practice, the implication is that the satisfaction on the part of a client (as an advocate of
their animal’s health), can lead to more beneficial health outcomes for animals (Coe,
Adams, Eva, Desmarais, & Bonnett, 2010).
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APPENDIX A - Role Play Exercises Instructions for Role Player Portrayed
Disposition
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APPENDIX B- MPCC Video Coder Training Materials – Training Schedule for
first Two Weeks of Training
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APPENDIX C - Affiliation & Control Video Coder Training Materials – Training
Schedule Overview
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APPENDIX D - Affiliation & Control Video Coder Training Materials – Ratings
‘Cheat Sheet’
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APPENDIX E - Affiliation & Control – Example Rating Measure
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APPENDIX F - MPCC Rating Measure for Role Play ‘H’ (example)
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APPENDIX G - MPCC Content Categories for Coding Lines of Inquiry
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APPENDIX H - MPCC Content Categories for Coding Lines of Inquiry
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APPENDIX I - Role Play Performance Outcome Rating Measure
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APPENDIX J - Participant Demographic Questionnaire, With Personality, Social
Skill, Consent, and Debrief
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FSSM Social Intelligence Measure
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APPENDIX K - Correlations Between Cognitive Ability, Social Skill, and
Personality With Participant Behavior, Interpersonal Skill, and Performance
Outcomes
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APPENDIX L - Correlations Between Knowledge and Experience With Participant
Behavior, Interpersonal Skill, and Performance Outcomes
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APPENDIX M - HLM Analyses for Participants’ Use of Affiliation and Control
Behavior Predicted By Role Player Disposition (With Personality Traits)
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APPENDIX N - HLM Analyses for Participants’ Use of Communication Skill and
Relationship Building Behaviors Predicted By Role Player Disposition (With
Personality Traits)
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APPENDIX O - HLM Analyses for Participants’ Performance Outcomes Predicted
Participants’ Use of Interpersonal Behavior and Interpersonal Skills and
Moderated By Role Player Disposition (With Personality Traits)
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APPENDIX P – Summary of Exploratory Factor Analysis and Confirmatory Factor
Analysis Conducted for the MMI

Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was conducted on the MMI with both oral
communication and reasoning rating items. A one-factor solution (Eigenvalue = 5.77)
accounted for 36.04% of the total variance, while a two-factor solution (Eigenvalue =
1.533) accounted for 45.62% of the variance. As illustrated by the scree plot analysis, a
one-factor solution appeared to fit the data the best for the data.
Furthermore, the commonalities were acceptable for all 16 rating measures.

See next page for continued discussion
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Appendix P continued
A-priori it was expected that two distinct aspects of reasoning may be assessed by
different MMI stations. Problem Reasoning considers multiple perspectives related to a
health or veterinary issue; Interpersonal Reasoning considers multiple perspectives held
by different individuals or stakeholders. Problem reasoning included stations that
assessed candidates’ responses to a particular health related issue, whereas interpersonal
reasoning assessed candidates’ responses to an interpersonal or moral issue.
An EFA was conducted with only Reasoning measures. As illustrated by the scree plot
analysis, a one-factor solution appeared to fit the data the best for the data. However, on
account of a priori hypothesis, a two-factor VARIMAX solution was calculated. Rating
measures did not load to factors as expected.
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Appendix P continued
A 3-factor correlated uniqueness CFA was calculated to test whether this model
accounted for significantly more variance than the 2-factor correlated uniqueness model.
As illustrated by the below table, the 3-factor model did not account for a significant
reduction in 2. As a result, the 3-factor solution was not discussed in the AHSE
manuscript (Manuscript 3).
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APPENDIX Q - Correlations Between Cognitive Ability, Social Skill, and
Personality With MMI Ratings and Performance Outcomes
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APPENDIX R- Facets of Emotionality and Role Play Performance
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APPENDIX S- Interpersonal Adaptivity Rating
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